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This essay was written in the spring and summer of 1997.
Two years earlier. the goveinment of Quebec had conducted
a consultative referendum on Quebec's becoming ~·sovereign."
Assisted by the charismatic leadership of Lucien Bouchard. an
ambiguous question and some fraudulent vote counting. the
"yes" side almost -achieved a majority. The government of
Quebec might have claimed that the vote was a mandate to
pursue outrigJott Independence. It might. sooner or later. have
made a unilateral declaration of independence rather than
trying to leave (,:anada with the consent of the rest of the
country and in accordance with the existing constitution of
Canada.
A victory of the "yes" side WOUld. at the least. have produced
a serious economic and political'crlsls in Canada.
In 1998. the Supreme Court of Canada will hear arguments
on whether Quebec has the right. under Canada's constitution
or International law. to secede unilaterally.
I will save for an academiC journal a more technical piece I
have drafted on the international law of secession. This essay
Is more general. It represents my reflection on not only the law
and politics. but the fundamental political morality of unilateral secession. It is obvious to any objective observer that
Quebec has no legal right to secede unilaterally under either
the constitution of Canada or international law. But some
separatists claim that they have a fundamental right. in politlcal morality. to Independently determine their own destiny. If
a majority of QuebeCOis wish to split from Canada. they have
the right to do so, without the consent of the rest of Canada
and taking with them all of the current territory of the province
of Quebec.
I will argue that unilateral secession would be not only
unlawful, but fundamentally contrary to some baSic prinCiples
of political justice.
This essay also proposeE; an approach to building a stronger
and more united country. We ought to be developing and
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implementing a philosophy of "balanced and visible federalism." The federal government should stop its counterproductive practice of trying to appease separatist sentiment by
offering to surrender various areas of jurisdiction and by
withdrawing from the actual delivery of programs to Canadians. Instead. the federal government should be explaining to
the people of Canada why a balanced form of federalism helps
to promote freedom and good government for all Canadians.
And the federal government should be delivering programs in
a way that establishes a manifest and direct link between the
individual citizen and the national government.
I have structured my reflections as a meditation on the
writings of Abraham Lincoln. His entire preSidency was consumed by a secession crisis. In response. he thought, spoke
and acted as a shrewd lawyer. a profound moral philosopher.
a great political leader and a fundamentally decent human
being. Our circumstances are similar in some ways to his.
different in others. We should not be worshtppers of the
pronouncements he left us; but we can be thoughtful listeners.
Lincoln was a great listener. He deliberately selected a
cabinet that embraced a Wide variety of perspectives and
included thoughtful and lntelllgent men who had opposed him
for the Republican nomination. He sought the counsel of the
past - ofleaders like Webster. Jackson and Jefferson - as well
as of his contemporaries.
My father read a manuscript ofthis book. as he did all of my
other ones. As always. I benefited greatly from his learning and
experience of Canadian politiCS and government. from hts
sharp insight and his sound judgment. He was the wisest and
kindest man I have ever known, and this book is dedicated,
with all of my gratitude and love. to his memory.

, ImprOper-"Fractions:
o . Quebec Secession and
,... the Lessons of Lincoln
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Introduction
Four score and seven years ago our. fathers brought forth on this
continent. a new nation. conceived in Liberty. and dedicated to
the propos1t1on that all men are created equal.
if

.

Now we are engaged In a gJ:eat cMI war. testing whetber that
nation. or any nation so conceived and so dedicated. can long
endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have
come to dedicate a portion of that field. as a final resting place
for those who here gave their lives· that that nation might live. It
Is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.

can

But. In a .larger sense. we
not dedicate - we can not
consecrate - we can not hallow - this ground. The brave men.
living and dead. who struggled here. have consecrated it. far
above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note.
nor long remember what we say here. but It can never forget
what they did here. It Is for us the living. rather. to be dedicated
here to the unfinished work which. they who fought here have
thns far so nobly advanced. It
rather for us to be here
dedicated to the great task remaining before us - that from these
honored dead we take Increased devotion to that cause for which
they gave the bist full measure of devot}on - that we here highly
resolve that these dead shall not have died In vain - that this
nation. under God. shall have a new birth offreedom - and that
government of the peoqle. by the people. for the people. shall not
perish from the earth.

Is

Lincoln at Gettysburg

in

So little spoken; so much said. Even here
Canada, even
six score and fourteen years after he spoke those words. they
can still Inspire as we reflect on our own political destiny.

•
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Lincoln's speech at Gettysburg achieved perfection becal:.tS{~ •.·
It was the epitome of a lifetime's effort to read. reflect and'
express his thoughts on the destiny of his nation.
Some of the address was adapted from the earlier pronouncements of others. "All men are created equal" was proclaimed in
the Declaration of Independence. "Government of the people,
for the people. by the people" is a variation on a theme sung
earlier by the orators Daniel Webster 2 and Theodore Parker.::l
Other lines of Gettysburg are the final formulations of ideas
which Lincoln himself had already expressed in a less polished
form. Even the first few words, about the "four score and seven
years" - even the expression of a statistic - has a precursor In
an extemporaneous speech Lincoln had made a few months
earlier. "How long ago is It? - eighty odd years since on the
Fourth of July for the first time in the history of the world a
nation by its representatives. assembled and declared as a
self-evident truth that 'all men are created equal. ...4 Every line
in Gettysburg invites us to go back Into Lincoln's earlier
reflections before we come back to our own time and place.
Lincoln spoke not just to his section. not just to the nation
he was creating. but to the world and for the ages. The United
States of America. he said. was a nation, not just a legal
construct. Its citizens were a people who were not defined by
ethnic ancestry or class. but by a shared devotion to a transcendent ideal: that all men are created free and equal. The
Civil War, he said, was not a struggle confined to its time and
place. The United States was the "last, best hope of carth." 5 Its
survival would prove that a state could be committed to democracy, freedom and liberty - and yet still command the legal
authority and citizen loyalty to resist a rebellion by would-be
tyrants.
But why should his message demand the reflection of Canadians? Is not our situation dilIerent In every way?
We are a peripheral country, are we not? We sweep out a vast
area on a map of the world, but really, are we not just an
economic. political and social adjunct to the United States?
Does the matter of our continued national unity or diVIsIon
really have much to say to the rest of humanity?
Lincoln addressed himself to the "nation." But isn't part of
our national identity - If English-speaking Canadians still have
one - the fact that we are "not-Americans?"

In the War ofAmerlcal1 Independence, our pol!t1cal ancestors
sided with the Empil'~,:not with the patriots.,Fr~ll,cp. CanadianS
preferred the detached and',tolerant rule orllie' multicultural
British Empire to the potentially assunilatlng embrace of our
American cousins. Thousands of "United Empire Loyalists"
moved north; their respect for tradition and deferential attitude
towards authority would help to define the pol!tlcal character'
of English -speaking Canada.
Ifwe merely embrace the transcendent ideals of Lincoln , how
then are we "not-Americans?" Is not part of our national anxiety
the fear that the political and cultural wash of the United States
will dissolve our distinctive Identity?
And how c~uld any moment of self-definition that Is clear,
precise and transcendent h;3.ve any relevance to Canada? We
are not inclined to proclaim certitudes of any sort. There was
a contest once'to define the Canadian counterpart of "as
American as apple pie." The winning entry was "as Canadian
as possible In the circumstances." Our history conSists of
muddling through, rather thaIl sharply deflriing a national
credo. The Canada of 1867 was part independent state, part
colony; the bulk of its population was divided among Englishspeaking Protestants and French·speaklng Catholics; it was
supposed to have a strong central government but also powerful provinCial governments.
And Lincoln was conducting a great civil war. We Canadians
would never kill each other over national unity, would we? Our
divorce would be civ!lized. would it not?
Lincoln's wrltlt.lgs cannot be a catechism; we cannot simply
follow him. without regard to the differences in our time and
place. But we can find more Similarities between his circumstances and ours than might first appear; and the struggle to
identify the differences can be as Instructive as fmdlngtpe
points of commonality.
A Ught unto nations

The Bible speaks ofIsrael's role as a "light unto nations," as
having a sacred function as a model of adherence to universal
norms of piety and morality. 6 Did Lincoln model his understanding ofthe United States after ancient Israel's? As a nation
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that would prosper if it hewed to its higher mission. but which
would also be collectively punished if it descended into evil?
Perhaps he did. Lincoln may not have been a doctrinally
conformist Christian - his "God" may have been a more impersonal Providence - but. as Edmund Wilson observed. "the
Bible was the book he knew best; he had it at his fingertips and
quoted it more often than anything else,'·7 In his First Inaugural Address. before the War. Lincoln spoke of "Him. who has
never yet forsaken this favored land. ,,8 In the Second Inaugural
Address. quoting twice from the Bible. he speculated that the
scourge of the civil war was God's judgment on the United
States for the sin of slavery- both to the South that held slaves
and the North that had Imported them. 9
For Lincoln. the Declaration of Independence in 1776 had
signalled the creation of the nation. The defining principles of
that nation were democracy. liberty and equality. These principles applied to all men. not just whites.
The Federal Constitution of 1787 had made the union "more
perfect" by strengthening the authority of the central government. But the framers of the constitution had to compromise
on slavery. Opponents had to accept the right of individual
states to retain their "domestic institution" as long as they
wished and the duty of free states to return fugitive slaves to
their masters. Defenders of slavery accepted the right of Congress to eventually ban the further Import of slaves into the
union. The framers of the Federal Constitution. Lincoln believed. fully expected that its concession to slavery would
eventually become irrelevant. IO Slavery would be contained.
and within its boundaries it would eventually die out. The
framers had created an arran?ement that left slavery "in the
course of ultimate extinction." I
Lincoln was prepared to abide by the rule of constitutional
law. Lincoln accepted that a people had an inherent "right of
revolution" against a tyrannical political order. 12 Mter all. the
Declaration of Independence begins with that assertion. But
Lincoln also feared that a breach of the constitutional order
would lead to chaos and violence. So he was prepared to abide
by the concessions to slavery In the Federal Constitution. He
was even amenable to making those concessions more expliCit.
But he regarded them as temporary accommodations. The
ideals of democracy. freedom and equality would remain alive.

Eventually. they would triumph. What Lincoln ~ould not abide
was the spread of s,lavery'
to parts .of the , Unitlfd
States it did
."
. \
not already stain," ";
,.
. .L "ct,'·
For Lincoln. the Unitedr:Stat~s was a "experlment,'·13 It had
proved that a popular and"l!beral government could be established and then successfully administered. It remained to be
proved that it could survive a "formidable internal attempt to
overthrow it.,,14 The United States had to "demonstrate to the
world,,15 that such an experiment could "long e;ndure,,;16 that
a democracy could be limited enough to spare the freedom of
its people yet strong enough to resist forCible overthroW.
Lincoln was prophetic about the role the United States would
playas the savior of democracy throughout the world.
The Unit~d States would certainly commit its share of po litical sins. at home and abroad. It would take over a century to
eliminate the last laws that openly discriminated against the
descendants of Mrican-American slaves. At times and in
places. the United States conducted a foreign policy based on
advanCing the interests of ruthless American companies at the
expense oflocal peasants.
.
But the leaders of the United States continued to espouse
the principles of the Declaration of Independence. and the
United States often lived up to them. The United States intervened decisively in the Second World War against the most evil
and racist government that ever poisoned the planet. When it
had helped to conquer Germany and the other Axis powers. the
United States installed liberal and democratic governments
with constitutional guarantees of human rights. It led the
democracies irrthe long struggle against Stalinist dictatorship.
It supported the decolonization of most of the world. The United
States has been a model for dozens of countries who have in
recent times finally adopted the basic principles of free elections and civil liberties.
Can Canada. on the other hand. possibly have much to
contribute to the world's destiny?
Magnificent and true as it Is. there is more to be said about
political and social justice than Is proclaimed In the Declaration ofIndependence. That is inevitable. No political or religious
credo can be exhaustive.
Even the Ten Commandments are an obVIOUS few tablets
short of being complete. Moses himself relayed other basiC
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precepts; you must be just and compassionate to the widow,
the orphan. the stranger and the indigent. 17
Mathematicians have proved that the axioms of a mathematical system can never be sufficient to prove or disprove every
possible proposition that can be formulated; perhaps no set of
religious or politician maxims can ever exhaustively define
what it means to do right.
Democracy. equality and liberty are broad enough concepts
to admit all kinds of variation. A direct democracy in which
everyone votes on every issue is one kind of democracy. The
representatlve government we have In Canada is quite another.
And even that list of values does not span the spectrum of
political values we might reasonably espouse. What about
fraternity? Privacy? Personal safety? Prosperity? Economic
security? Compassion for the poor and the disabled?
Canada actually has embraced the broad concepts of democracy. liberty and equality. Each Is reflected In the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. our own version of the
American Bill of Rights. But what is the distinctively Canadian
, Interpretation of these values? Or what is It we can add to
them?
Shortly after the 1995 Quebec referendum the American
, political essayist Charles Krauthammer wrote In Time magazine: 18
... the real problem of Quebec Is the problem of all small peoples
in a world of irresistibly globalized commerce and culture, That
separatism may not solve the problem is beSide the point.
Separatlsm Is a fact. the single greatest politlcal fact of the
post-cold war world. With external enemies removed, with hybrid states no longer held together by hegemoniC superpowers.
the petty annoyances and existential difficulties of living In
mixed-ethnie marriages within nation states has become intolerable. From the former Yugoslavia to the former Czechoslovakia
to the former Soviet Union. from Sri Lanka to Quebec. the
tendency to separation Is inevitable, ...
Which Is why Quebec's referendum is not the provincial story it
seems, The 60% of French-speaking Quebeckers who voted to
sever their political union with bicultural Canada are a herald
of the death of diversity. They are a living refutation ofthe warm
and cozy notion, bascd more on hope than on history, of
multicultural harmony and strength. They are a warning.

After all, as Toronto Sun edUo\- Barbara Amiel POints out, if
multiculturalism does not work in Ca1}ada, where can it work?
If it cannot work in:"-' country as civil. decew,<a:n;!i>tolerant as
Canada - a country''where the rrlaJority English speakers have
been extraordinarily generO,~!, In gran~ng all kinds of cultural
protections, subsidies. special, rights and privileges to the linguistic minority In Canada':" then where can It?
Maybe Canada is. like the United States, an «experiment"
whose outcome will have a wide and enduring influence,
If Canada can succeed. It will be a successful eXperiment in
federallsm as a means of resolving ethnic tenSion. A state can
maintain a natlor:lal government with which citizens have a
direct relation. but also subdivide itself into areas In which
different lang>lages, cultures or religions are dominant. Minorities within those areas will be treated respectfully, and be able
to appeal to the national government and courts for prote~tlon
from any local 'tyranny, The existence of the larger pohtical
community will encourage all groups, to adopt a more cosmopolitan and tolerant outlook: Individual citizens will have all
the mobility and opportunity offered by a large state rather
than a small ethnic ghetto.
If Canada succeeds, it will show that accommodation can be
the means of achieving long-term stabllity. rather than setting
the stage for eventual national disintegration.
The Canadian experiment In federalism is not confined to
Quebec, Soon, there will be a territory In the Eastern Arctic
called Nunavut. Its boundaries have been defined so that it Is
predominantly Inuit. But all other citizens of the territory will
have equal political rights.
We have land bases in Canada for"'''Indians.'' the reserves.
Many First Nations communities wlll no doubt Insist that
citizenship in such communities should essentially be lImitcd
to persons who are ofIndian descent. Within that framework.
it should still be possible to develop self-government for First
Nations that is of a fundamentally federalist nature, Aboriginal
governments should acquire a substantial measure of autonomy. But the residents of that community will r,emaln citizens
of the province and of the nation as a whole, and federal and
provincial governments should continue to have substantial
authority over what happens on First Nations territories. The
competing governments wlll check each other's tendencies
towards oppression or indifference. Citizenship in the different

political orders will ensure that the individual can access not
only the communal solidarity of his small ethnic community,
but all the challenges and opportunities of a much wider world.
As we continue or abandon our experiment in federalism,
people in other countries will be watching. Not all of them, not
all of the time. The five billion other people on earth spend an
enormous amount of time not thinking at all about Canada.
But our political experience does register elsewhere. At Its
worst, as well as at its best: it is possible that apartheid
governments in South Africa modelled some of their race laws
after some of the most segregationist and discriminatory provisions of our own Indian Act. But there are examples of
Canada's having a more inspiring influence. There are countries in Europe, like Holland, where Canada will be long
remembered for Its crucial role as a liberator. After the war, we
were pioneers in supporting United Nations peacekeeping operations. We could be a model to the world on the use of
federalism as a means of resolving ethnic conflict.
If Canada falls, the message it may send is that there are
,sharp limits to the use of diVided sovereignty to diffuse ethnic
tenSion. It will be said that accommodation can easily lead to
disintegration. Oflate, American politicians have been proposing laws that would make English the only official language of
statc and federal governments. Supporters of these laws fear
that Hispanic areas In the United States could become hotbedS
of Quebec-style nationalists or even outright separatlsts. 19
The world may see Canada as proof that Canadian-style
federalism cannot work; that a state must promote linguistiC
and cultural untformlty. not harmony. or risk being torn apart.
If Canada survives. it can serve as a light unto nations in
other ways. We have attempted to be a leader in international
peacekeeping and in promoting third-world economic development. The economic, political and military power of the United
States inhibits its credibility in these areas. Local factions may
seek the glory and publicity attendant upon challenging
Goliath when it comes to town.
In modern times, the predominant Impact of world government Is economic. Canada has been a leader In demonstrating
the possibilities of regional free trade agreement and in promoting world-Wide liberalization. We could. and should, be a
leader In a movement to create "world-wide capitalism \vith a

human face": the development' of an international order that is
not only concerned ,with free trade, but also With ensuring
world-wide observance of democratiC govcl-nance, respect for
human rights al:lci fair treatment fOJ: workers.
It is doubtful that Canada's potential as a model world citizen
would long survIve its fracture. The overriding image we would
present to the world would be one of political failure. The
remalning parts would have fewer human and economic resources with which to establish any sort of .international
presence. Quebec would almost immediately fade into economiC, political and military irrelevance. The rest of Canada
would. In the long run, by pieces or en masse. become more
closely aSSimilated into the United States. Outright union
might be OUll' eventual destiny.
Assimilation into the United States would not be a cataslrophe. We might,become a little richer. 'Our Indlvldual opportunities would in some ways be gr,eater; we could live and work
anywhere in a vast market. not just its minor adjunct. At the
same time, we would have lost the ability to create and maintain a distinctive kind of polity; one whose governments and
people are less violent. more compassionate and more embracing of cultural diversity than in the United States. Not just our
loss, perhaps, but the extinction of a 11ght that might have cast
some light and warmth on the wider world.

Secession as a moral issue
In his special message to Congress on July 4. 1861, just after
the War had begun. Lincoln spoke of how the seceSSionists had
"sugar coated" their rebellion and had for 30 years been
"drugging" the public mind in the South. 20 Rather than directly
challenging the rule of law, they had sought to persuade their
colleagues that the constitution of the United States actually
permits unilateral secession.
The separatists of Quebec generally choose not to defend the
legality of their action under Canadian law. Unilateral secession Is clearly illegal under both Canadian and International
law. So the separatists adopt a different approach. They urge
us to move beyond narrow legalism to the higher moral perspective. Democracy is good; democracy means what most

",
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people want, they get; if most of "the people" vote to secede,
they have a right to do so.
Lincoln believed in government of the people, by the people.
for the people. But he did not believe that the South had a moral
right to separate. What was Lincoln'S own moral case? And
what. if anything. does Lincoln's analysis of Southern secession teach us about the morality of any attempt by Quebec to
secede unilaterally?
r was one of the early supporters of referring the Issue of
separation to the Supreme Court of Canada. 21 I argued that a
judgment of the Court might help to educate Canadians about
both the law and morality of unilateral secession. It may also
speak to the wider world. some of whose members. such as
France. may be indecently ready to recognize unilateral secession by Quebec. Let us hope that the Court Will produce a
judgment worthy of the occasion; one which will inform both
legal experts and interested lay people in Canada, and around
the world; one which Will speak of justice and not only technicalities; one which will be clear and concise.
Uncoln knew about economy and SimpliCity:
It seems to me very important that the statute laws should be
made as plain and as Intelligible as possible. and be reduced to
as small a compass as may consist with the fullness and
preCision of the Will of the legislature and the perspicuity of its
language. This, well done. WOUld. I think. greatly facilitate the
labors of those whose duty it is to assist in the administration
of the laws. and would be a lasting benefit to the people. by
plaCing before them. in a more accessible and intelligible form.
the laws which so deeply concern their interests and their
duties.
Lincoln's exhortation to legislators should be heeded by
judges as well. The Supreme Court of Canada will be a less
effective educator if its judgment is too long, dull or obscure to
be understood by anyone but professional exegetes. It should
be an opinion that can be appreCiated by a high school student
in Quebec or a diplomat in a far-away country.
That said, it must be acknowledged that most ordinary
citizens do not read court judgments, even the ones that are
most brief and stylish. With respect to the law and morality of
seceSSion. it will remain the duty of federalist politicians to
educate and persuade the people of Quebec and their compa-

triots throughout Canada. The Judges can provide the politicians with powerful facts;. arguments and expressions; it is the
politicians who will l\ave the Ultimate/responsibility for transmitting that Wisdom fo the public.
"d ,·.coWhat then is the moral ru;d legal boise against a unilateral
right of Quebec to secede?

Unilateral secession as the tyranny of the minority
The first constitution of the United States was the Articles of
Confederation. It committed the states to a "perpetual union."
As Lincoln pOinted'out, the Federal Constitution of 1 787, which
replaced the Articles of Confederation, be~an by proclaiming
the desire to 'form a "more perfect union." 3 The implication.
said Lincoln, was that the Federal Constitution must be "perpetual":
I hold. that in contemplatlon of universal law. and of the
Constitution. the Union of these States is perpetual. Perpetuity
Is implied. If not expressed. in the fundamental law of all
national governments. It is safe to assert .that no government
proper, ever had a provision In its organic law for its own
termination. 24
.
But what if most of the people in every state wanted to
dissolve the Union? If so asked, Lincoln might actually have
agreed that the promises of the past must yield to a contrary
determination by the living. The International community has
readily accepted consensual dissolutions. like that of Norway
and Sweden in the early part ofthe century. or the Czech and
Slovak republics more recently.
What if a preponderant majority of Canadians
Within
Quebec and In the rest of Canada - deSired separation? Then,
in my Vicw. the terms of separation should be negotiated. Then.
the constitution should be formally and lawfully amended to
execute that agreement. It would be undemocratic to ignore a
national consensus to separate. It would be impractical not to
proceed with the divorce; Internecine hostility would prevent
the national political system from dealing effectively with the
whole range of government responsibllities. 25
But Lincoln never focussed his attention on consensual
dissolutions. He did not specifically say whether the amending
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formula In the Federal Constitution - which requires a very
high level of consensus. but not unanimity - could be used to
approve the separation of a state. Lincoln was faced with a
rebellion by a minority of people and states. He certainly
believed that the minority did not have a democratic right to
impose Its desire for dissolution on the nation as a whole.
For Lincoln. secession was not an exercise In democracy. It
was an exercise in the tyranny oj the minority. He doubted that
secessionists actually formed a majority in any of the states in
rebellion. except perhaps South Carollna. 26 But In any event,
the secessionists were a minority within the nation as a whole.
"These [secessionist1 politicians are subtle. and profound. on
the rights of minorities. They are not partial to that power which
made the Constitution. and speaks from the preamble. calling
itself. 'We the People·."27
Similarly. a unilateral secession by Quebec would be contrary to the wishes of the majority qf Canadians. In most
plausible scenariOS. a majority of citizens in Canada as a whole
- Including a very sizeable minority of Quebecois themselves , will not want Quebec to separate at all. In all plausible scenariOS. that majority of Canadians will want the terms and conditions to be settled before any division of Canada. and not
afterwards.
Why should the wishes ofmost Quebecois to separate prevail
over the wishes of most Canadians that Quebee not separate?
Or, if the rest of Canada were prepared to accept separation
In principle, why should the timing and terms of separation be
dictated by a Quebec majority? Elementary democratic principles suggest that the people of Canada as a whole would have
to be satisfied with the arrangement for dissolution. Indeed. as
fundamental change would be Involved to the basic legal and
political order. a strong case can be made that separation
should require a preponderance of support throughout Canada. and not merely a simple majority. let alone a simple
majority in only one part of the country.
A moral case could be made for discounting the Wishes of
the Canadian majority if there were a history of majorltarian
tyrarmy In Canada. International law does not In general
recognize a ri![ht of unilateral secession by one part of a state
from another:'28 An exception is where part of a country is

,
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subjected to severe discrimination or oppression by the central
authority.
. •. J .
.'
"
No such case cati,be made with respect'ro gtrebec.
Quebec has b~~~ a full pttrtlClpant in the central Institutions
of Canada from the beginning. A QuebeCOiS has served as Prime
Minister for most of the past three decades. QuebeCOiS are
amply represented. on a population basis. in the federal public
service. OffiCial bilingualism has been recognized by statute.
implemented in practice and ensconced In the. constitution.
OVer the course of Confederation. the taxpayers in the rcst of
Canada have. through federal programs and transfer payments. effected an enormous net transfer of wealth from taxpayers In the rest of Canada to the people of Quebec and other
"have-not" ptovinces.
Canadians in the rest of Canada have earned the right to say
to Quebec. "we. are all part of an oventrchlng political community. Our wishes count too. You do,not have majority support
for separation until you have secured a preponderant majority
throughout the country. Since Confederation. we have allowed
the people of Quebec a say over national affairs. The people of
Quebec have governed us no less than we have governed them.
We have shared our prosperity as well as our political destiny.
The enormous transfer of wealth from people in the rest of
Canada to the people of Quebec has not been given or received
in thc spirit of foreign ald. It has been a matter of sharing
among compatriots. A majorltY,of,Quebecols have no right to
suddenly treat us Canadians as strangers and outSiders. We
have a moral right to concern ourselves wl,th the future of the
people of Quebec and to protect ourselves from the consequences of a scparation we do not deSire."
Unable to IdentIfY the slightest contemporary exanlples of
repression or discrimination by the existing federal system.
some separatists Invoke the "imposition" upon them of the
package of constitutional reforms instituted in 1982.
No. the separatist prOVincial government of Quebec did not
consent to that package. Why should a separatist government
ever concede that Canada actually works? But the "patrlation"
package was initiated and carried out under the leadership of
a Francophone Prime Minister from Quebec, Pierre Trudeau.
and a QuebeCOiS Minister of Justice. Jean Chretien (who is now
Prime Minister). Trudeau's parliamentary partyhad a majority
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of its members from Quebec. Almost every Member of ParHament from Quebec voted for the package. Would all of these
federal representatives have voted for the measure If It truly
had been oppressive to their own constituents?
The centrepiece of the patrlation package was a Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms - a guarantee of basle rights
and frcedoms. It embraced the universal human rights freedom of conscience and expression, freedom from discrimination - that were reeognlzed in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and which have become part of international
law. The provlnelal government of Quebec would later adopt
its own charter of rights.
Forelng a judielally-enforced eode of human rights on a
people? "Condemned to be free?" Is that the oppression of
which separatists complain? If so. the remedy Is simple
enough. The Charter contains an override clause. Any legislature, including Quebec's, can suspend the application of almost all of Its nonns for a period offivc years. The suspension
can be renewed indefinitely. The government of Quebec ean,
whenever it ebooses, liberate itself from Virtually every guarantee of fundamental human rights eontalned In the national
constltutlon. 29 As Interpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada, Quebec has reasonable leeway to limit freedom of expression in order to promote the "franclzatlon" of Its soclety.30
The only remotely "threatening" aspect of the package to
Quebec's cultural autonomy was that it guaranteed the rights
of "oftlelallanguage minorities": Francophones outside of Quebee, Anglophones inside Quebec. These minorities have the
right, which no province ean override - to send their ehildren
to school In their mother tongue.
The minority language section of the Canadian constitution
was aetually modelled after Quebee's own proVincial law on
minority language rights. The only dlfferenee is thiS: Quebec's
law only extended minority language rights to the ebildren of
Anglophones who were born In Quebec. Under the Charter,
these rights were extended as well to Anglophones who have
come to Quebec from other parts of Canada. The difference has
no practical effect on the predominance of French In Quebec.
Given its pol!tlcal Instability and the hostillty of hard -line
nationalists, very few Anglophones come to Quebec. Many have
left, and more are leaving.

,

The 1982 constitution evert made a special conceSSion to
Quebec about min?~Jty language educatl?n rlg~ts. Other provincial governn:~n):,s must.exte;nd these rlghts"to Francophone
Immigrants from abroad. @uebec is. not required to extend any
rights to Anglophones whOicome to it from foreign countrles. 31
The "Impairment" of Quebec's ability to promote French is
non-existent.
At the same time, the 1982 constitutional package powerfully advanced the status and vitality of French throughout
Canada.
It entrenehed theedueatlonal rights of Francophone minorities In all of the other proVinces. French was also made an
officiallang~age of the proVince of New BrunsWick.
Furthermore, the 1982.constitutlonal package also recognized that French Is one ofthe two official languages of Canada.
that it has equality of status with English in the federal sphere,
and that the federal government must proVide services in
French whenever they are reasonably required by users.32
As for the rest of the 1982 package? It consists of an
amending formula which was based on one whieh Quebec's
own separatist premier, Rene Levesque, had himself endorsed
as a member of the "gang of elght,"33 That was a group of
proVincial governments that had objected to the initial version
ofthe 1982 package proposed by Prime Minister Trudeau. Their
amending formula permits provinces to "opt out" of any constitutional refonns that would diminish their rights. If an
amendment tral1sfers a new power to the federal government
In the area of education or culture, the "hold-out" province is
even entitled to receive "financial compensation" from the
federal government. (It seems strange to "compensate" a province for its refusal to go along with an amendment, but the
theory Is thIs: a hold-out provinee would be compensated for
the fact that its residents would be sending tax dollars to
Ottawa to finance programs or services that the prOvince has
chosen not to receive.)
The only change in the distribution of legislative power
favored the provinces, not the federal level of government.
Quebec and all the other provinces aequired more authority
over non-renewable natural resources, forestry and energy
productlon. 34
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There are provinces who could make genuine and powerful
grievances against the federal system.
Alberta could complain about the National Energy Program.
It massively taxed Alberta's 'oil and gas industries, and forced
Alberta producers to sell to fellow Canadians at below-market
priccs. The people of other provinces. Including Quebec. profited handsomely from the federal programs and transfers that
were underwritten by Alberta. and by the cheap oil and gas
that Alberta was forced to provide. At the same time. no
comparable transfer of wealth was exacted from Quebec and
Its hycfro development. Very few Albertans responded by rallying behind a movement for Independence.
In the eyes of reason and of Internatlonallaw. the extreme
remedy of unilateral secession must be reserved for commensuratelyextreme cases of injustice. The people of Quebec have
not been the objects of either repression or discrimination. Not
by the federal government, not by the other provincial governments. not by the practical operation of Canadian SOCiety. No
"tyranny of the majority" has been inflicted on Quebec. and
'certalnly nothing that would remotely justl:ty a right of unilateral eXit from the fold.

The moral logic of reversal: do a majority of
Canada have the right to unilaterally expel
Quebec?
Everyone who favors the right of Quebec to unilaterally
separate should be asked:
Would you agree that a simple majority of voters in the rest of
Canada would have the right to Unilaterally expel Quebec? If
'democracy' means that Quebec can detach itself from the rest
of Canada, why cannot the rest of Canada unilaterally detach
Itself from Quebec?
Lincoln recognized the power of reversing the question in his
specIal message to Congress on July 4. 1861:
If all the States, save one. should assert the power to drive that
one out of the Union. It is presumed the whole class of seceder
pollttclans would at onCe deny the power, and denounce the act
as the greatest outrage upon State rights. But suppose that
precisely the same act. Instead of being ealled 'drlvlng the one

out,' should be called the 'secedfng of the others f;:o~ that one'.
it would be eXactIywh'lt the seceders claim to do; unless, indeed,

they make the polnt;,tbat the one. because it 1/S",minorlty. may
rightfully do what the other~, beCause they are a majority, may
not rightfully do. 35
,
.So what is the answer to the reverse question? Why could
the majority in the rest of Canada not expel Quebec against its
Wishes?
Part of the answer would be that Quebec has been a
longstanding partiCipant In the Canadian community. Its people have contributed generations of politicians. public servants, taxpayers and soldiers to the building of the country.
Despite the manipulation of their separatist politicians, they
have twice voied against taking any steps towards separation.
The people of Quebec have. through their participation and
contribution to the life of Canada, earned their right to remain
Within Canada. But the faithfulness of the rest of Canada to
Quebec merits a reciprocal respect. The people of Quebcc do
not, by their dictate. have the right to fracture Canada.
Let us pursue the logic of reversal further. Quebec nationalIsts have conSistently demanded, and in most respects already
secured. the right to block any constitutional reform that would
fundamentally prejudice Quebec's Interests.
Quebec has demanded, and won, the right to "opt out" of any
constitutional amendments that would reduce the powers of
its provincial government. S6 The right of "opt out" means.
among other things. that Quebec cannot be expelled from
Canada. Nor. of course. can any other province - even If an
overwhelming majority of Canadtans favor the measure. Quebec demands. and receives, protection against the rule of a
majority - even an overwhelming majority - With respect to
constitutional amendment.
Quebec has also already achieved (along With thc othcr
provinces) a veto over a number of measures that would not
reduce its powers as a province. but which would affect the
overall running of the federation. The amending formula cannot be changed Without the consent of any prOVince. including
Quebec. 37
Since the "patrlatlon package" in 1982. Quebec governments
have conSistently demanded that the amending formula be
changed to give Quebec a veto over changes to national Inst!-
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tutions, - like the Senate and the Supreme Court of Canada.
Included In that demand has been a right to veto the admission
of new provinces. "No one can join unless we say so," say
Quebec nationalists, "but we can leave any time we want, and
It doesn't matter what any of you say."S8
The same Quebec provincial politicians who have demanded
"opt out" and "veto" rights for Quebec Within Canada also insist
that Quebec has a right to dictate whether It Will leave Canada.
Why should the minority have the right to dictate when the
majority cannot?
During the last referendum, Lucien Bouchard spoke of how,
With a "wave of the wand," sovereignty would enable Quebec
to overcome its social and economic difficulties.
The wand that the separatists Wield truly is magical.
It transforms physical and economic reality.
It even changes the rules of moral reasoning.
The logic of justice is ordinarlly based on impartiality and
reciprocity; what I ask of you, you can expect from me. But the
"asymmetrical logic" of many separatists is quite another
matter.
According to asymmetrical logiC. Quebec can unilaterally
separate from Canada; the rest of Canada cannot unilateraliy
separate from Qucbec. Quebec can forcibly rcmove federalist
areas Within Quebec from Canada; federalist areas in Quebec
cannot detach themselves from a Wider movement to separate.
Quebec has the right to resist constitutional reforms favored
by the rest of Canada. Quebec can impose Its most radical of
reforms the fractlonlng of Canada - by its own fiat.

Secession and social justice
We have just considered the prospect of the rest of Canada.
as a whole, seceding from Quebec. We might also conSider how
Quebec nationalists would react to another posslbllity: the
unilateral secession from Canada of a single province apart
from Quebec.
Suppose. for example. that the people of British Columbia
sald "we are fed up With bankrolling the rest of Canada. We are
a relatively wealthy province. The Canadian system has entrenched the constitutional principle of 'equalization': that the

federal government,should tax rlc,fler areas ~d transfer the
money to the gov.e.rnments of poorer areas-,oo'our people are
constantly sendingmone~ tn 'l:lave-no( prOvinces. A longstanding benefiCiary of our genyroslty is the government of Quebec.
which rarely if ever expresses gratitude. and Instead has the
gall to speak of 'profitable federalism' Instead of a genUine
sense of national community. When the federal government
runs programs. it does so With tax money that is disproportionately paid by our people. Many of those programs
are aimed at helping 'have-not' areas or people, and once again,
we end up sending far more money to Ottawa than we receive
in return. We want out of this set-up. We Will form our own
Independent state. and then negotiate our own economic deals
with the enfue Pacific Rim."
The hypothetical argument just presented has worldWide
Implications. If secession were freHy permItted by International
law. what would stop wealthy areas throughout the world from
detaching themselves from poorer areas?
The existence of larger states helps to ensure a measure of
social justice. Every country has disparities in wealth. The
altruistic fellow-feelings generated by common statehood Will
tend to lead the richer areas of a country to help the poorer. So
wlll raw self-Interest. The wealthier parts of the country wlll
want to benefit from the economic growth that comes from
promoting education and eco:p.o);pic development in poorer
areas. To the extent that poverty results in unrest, crime and
immigration into overcrowded but richer parts of the country.
the "haves" Will also have self-interest reasons for helping With
struggling compatriots. If the country Is at all democratic.
moreover. political pressure from the poorer areas Will result
In a measure of redistribution.
ConSider the impact of urban political union in the United
States. If a city Is large, and encompasses both wealthy and
poorer quarters, the latter are less likely to degenerate into
areas of high crime and poor social services. If the wealthy
suburbs are constituted as entirely separate municipalities.
who need not share With the poorer "inner city," the worst sort
of urban decay is more likely to occur.
The greater wealth enjoyed by some areas of a country is not
always the result of greater effort or superior political structure.
It can be the result of good fortune. You find oil. Or you happen
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to be the part of the country that borders on the ocean and so
has a busy port. Should you then be able to wave goodbye to
your poorer compatriots? Or extort political and economic
concessions from the rest of the country by constantly threatening to leave?
Some might argue that the world would be better if there
were a "free enterprise" approach to secession. Let the parts of
a country that are economically more advanced, or which are
more Imbued with the spirit of democratic and clean government, go their own way. Why should they be dragged down by
the more backward part of the country? The approach Is not
entirely without Its advantages. It would permit some people
to advance more quickly. But it would also eliminate the
dynamiC whereby the more economically or politically advanced parts of a country "drag up".the rest.

The moral logic of serial disintegration
. Suppose that Qucbec somehow lawfully became an Independent state. Would it recognize the right of its own political or
ethniC minorities to secede unilaterally?
In his Special Message to Congress, July 4, 1861, Lincoln
put the question to the Confederacy:
The seceders Insist that our Constitution admits of secession.
They have assumed to make a National Constitution of their
own. In Which. of necesSity. they have either discarded or
retained, the right to seceSSion, as they Insist. it exists In ours,
If they have discarded It, they thereby admit that. on principle,
It ought not to be in ours. If they have retained it, by their own
construction of ours they show that to be consistent they must
secede from one another, whenever they shall find It the easiest
way of settllng their debts, or efIectlng any other selfish, or
unjust object. The principle Itself Is one of dlslnt'1Patlon, and
upon which no government can possibly endure. s
Most of the "seceders" In Quebec seem to regard It as
unthinkable that some of Its own communities might opt to
remain within Canada, or separate later on from an indepen·
dent Quebec. But what would be the moral case against
permitting such local self-determination?
Quebec "seceders" might say that a local minority cannot
Impose Its wishes on the Quebec majority; but the same can

be said of a Quebec majority ImpOSing its WIl10~'canada as a
,.;. ,
"
"
whole.
Quebec "seceder,s':'fulght S?y tt)at there mtIsftle' a measure
of fundamental stability in tIie definition ·of a state's territory
and citizens; Canada can say tile same.
The argument that Quebec as a wholc is a "people" does not
alleviate the logical and moral contradictions of the separatist
position. Even if Quebec were one distinct and homogenous
people, it would not have the right to dictate to the other peoples
of Canada. Quebec would remain one ofthe many components
of Canada, and by no means the largest. It would have no
"democratic" right'to impose its \vill on the rest of Canada. It
would have to respect the wishes of a country in which It has
been accorded'fair and generous treatment.
In any event, the entire population of Quebec is not a single
"people.'"
.
There are no objective "ethnic" criteria that would make the
Anglophones of Quebec or the Inuit of.its various First Nations
any less a "people" than the Francophones of Quebec.
More fundamentally, the question of whether a group constitutes a "people" for political purposes should not depend
solely on the ethnic tags assigned to thcm by others. The chOice
of tag is often arbitrary; very few communities are homogeneous. In most communities, people are similar in some respects - say language - but diverse Inothers, Including religion,
color, and the origins of their ancestors. It is an affront to
Individual freedom and dignity to deny a place for self-identification in the determination of who is a "people,"40 The history
of countries such as Canada and the United States
demonstrates that Individuals of every kind of geographical
and ethnic origin can in fact freely choose to define themselves
as belonging to the same polity. A Francophone who lives in
Quebec may choose to Identify herself as belonging to the
Canadian people, and not wish to be torn from that identity by
others. The rest of Canada may reasonably insist on respecting
the right of loyal Francophones In Quebec to retain their
affiliation with the rest of Canada. The people of Canada,
including loyal Francophones in Quebec, have their own right
to self-determination. The people of Canada will remain overwhelmingly committed to staying together, and the wishes of
the majority - of federalist Canadians within and without

Quebec - has legal and moral priority over the desire of
separatists to split the country. The federalist majOrity also has
on its side the strong value that justice and law places on
preserving stability and the territorial integrity of existing
states.
In some Circumstances, such as a narrow majority for separation - especially on an ambiguous question - the rest of
Canada may choose to reject fractioning itself altogether. In
other circumstances, the rest of Canada may inSist on a
partition of Quebec. Canada would retain those areas of Quebec - regardless of whether the residents are First Nations
citizens, Anglophones or Francophones - where the population
chooses to continue to Identify Itself as part of the people of
Canada.

Stability as a moral value
In modern times, individuals plan their lives within the
framework of a stable political order. People plan their financial
and personal lives in the expectation that the fundamental
legal order will remain intact. If you choose to move to Montreal
, In your youth. buy a house there, build a bUSiness, you do not
expect to suddenly find, against your wishes, that you are a
reSident of a smaller and poorer and less politically stable
country.
Individuals not only plan their own lives within the framework of their state; they enter into contracts with the other
members of their polity, and sometimes give freely to their
fellow citizens. Almost every citizen passes through a cycle of
reclplent-taxpayer-rcclplent. You go to public schools, support
public schools, are supported by public school graduates. You
give your taxes and make your charitable donations _ and
sometimes even your time and attention - to building public
Institutions like hospitals and universities. You expect that
someday you Will reap what you have sown; or at least that you
will have the satisfaction of liVing In a world which you have
helped to better.
We usually regard It as unjust to deprive an IndiVidual of
certain inCidents ~f that framework - even If the majority
wishes to do so. Is It not wrong for an indIVidual or the state to
take away a car or house that a person has struggled to

acquire? Or for an indiVidual or the state to breach a commercial agreement? Our l~gai order has nV\'er thought that majorIty support for expr9priation witqout compensation or breach
of contract justified such hlgh-hande~ measures.
How then can there not be 'a strong measure of injustice in
fundamentally disrupting the basic legal order around which
people have built their lives? In the event of seceSSion, many
Canadians would suddenly "find themselves In a new state,
without the protection of the federal system and the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and faced with many changes
in the areas of law that are currently regulated by the federal
level of government.
A carefully negotiated separation might mitigate some of the
worst effects tif disunion. A unilateral attempt by seccssion of
Quebec is guaranteed to produce social and legal conflict.
uncertainty and. injustice. The most stable and just scenario is
one in which there Is no secession at all.
A just constitutional order must be, biased in favor of stability. It would not permit a simple majority in one part of the
country to secede unilaterally, and thereby disrupt the fundamental order of the old country and to rip away from that order
mlllions of unwilling citizens who wish to "opt out" of separation.
In the Canadian context, the constitution gives the rest of
Canada a veto over Quebec separation. In deciding whether to
permit separation. the Canadiancommunlty as a whole can
reasonably take Into account the extent to which such a radical
change in the pol1tical order would inflict il1justlce on citizens
- within Quebec and outside of it - wi:)o have based their lives
on the belief that we are one country.
If the overwhelming majority of Quebecois voted to separate,
federalist Canadians might conclude that some form of separation should be accepted and its terms negotiated. Federalist
Canadians might conclude that Quebec voters had expressed
a preference that is clear and durable, and that it is impractical
to try to build a country In which such a substantial group does
not wish to participate. The rest of Canada might then negotiate
terms of separation that protect, to the extent possible. the
Interests of the remaining proVinces and ofthose fellow citizens
who will find themselves, unwillingly, the residents of a foreign
state.
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So Quebec cannot separate unilaterally; the rest of Canada
must concur, and that (according to our amending formula)
means the federal government and two-thirds of the other
provinces; in exercising that discretion, the rest of Canada may
reject the moral and practical necessity of separation when it
is supported by only a narrow majority of Quebecois; the rest
of Canada may insist that if there is to be separation, extensive
protections or compensation must be provided to individuals
who are effectively being exiled even if they do not move.
A bias In favor of stability does not mean that the rest of
Canada Is committed to a stagnant federal order. Change can
be produced in moderate increments; people can be given a
chance to adjust to moderate changes, and rest assured that
some fundamental institutions and values will remain Intact.
Our entire federal system is much different than it was 50 years
ago. Many of these changes have solidlfled the position of the
French language in Quebec, the other provinces of Canada or
the federal level of government. Others have devolved federal
powers or programs onto the provinces, or at least Quebec.
Some changes, such as the creation of a nationWide medical
Insurance system, have been more centralist.
The federal-provincial balance is always being negotiated to
a moderate extent. That balance can be improved and modernized through time Without Inflicting sudden and radical shocks
on either our political structure or SOCiety.

Protecting the inuestment that the rest of Canada
has made in Quebec
Lincoln was a lawyer. and he was always concerned With
protecting rights that people had accrued in reliance on exlsting rules. He detested slavery; he knew it to be evil; but he also
spent much effort at devising plans whereby the mass freeing
of slaves would be accompanied by compensation for the
slaveholders.
Lincoln was Similarly concerned that the rest of the nation
not be stripped of the value it had invested In the seceding
states. As he said In his speCial message to Congress on July
4, 1861: 41

The nation Is now In debt for money applied to~ the benefit of
these so-called sececl1ngstates. Is !tjU~t. either that,the creditors
shall go unpaid, or ~e rem~lnlng States paYktllc",whole?
Lineoln's argu~~nt would not necessarily make a negotiated
separation illegal. But it w0l.'!ld require the seceding states to
at least peaceably negotiate separation, and arrive at arrangements beforehand that would finanCially compensate the remaining state for its lost Investment.
If Quebec were to separate unilaterally, Canada would remain liable for the large part of the national debt that is
attributable to its providtng for needs of the reSidents of
Quebec. It would- be denied the right to use or profit from the
fixed assets, like public works and buildings. that would
remain Witli"ln the boundaries of Quebec. It would be the
responsibility of Quebec to at least negotiate just terms of
secession with Canada. It would be unjust for Quebec to run
way With assets, run away froin .responslbilities and leave
Canada to come begging for restitution and compensation.
Lincoln speaks of how the Union purchased the land which
eventually became the territory of some of the seceding states.
Canada and Quebec are in a somewhat comparable situation.
Much of the territory of Quebec was transferred to Quebec in
1898 and 1912. It was granted to Quebec by the British Crown
to Quebec in its capacity as a province of Canada. "Soverelguty
over Ruperts Land was given to Canada as a kind of dowry in
order to strengthen the 'marriage: of the provinces,',42 Some
have argued that as a matter of justice, Quebec would be
obliged to return the territory if it ever left Canada. Perhaps,
but my own view is that any partition should be based on
contemporary realities, Including the democratic rights of federalist Quebecois. An appeal to basiC principle of democratiC
fair play is more likely to be respected by Quebec nationalists
and Canadian federalists alike than a highly technical argument about the meaning of a long-ago land transfer.
But I would agree to this. Federalists should strive to impress
upon Quebec nationalists that one of the bleSSings of Confederation has been a massive Increase in the land base of Quebec.
On any rational scale of public accounting, the material benefits to Quebec from Confederation have been enormous. In
weighing the morality of unilateral secession of Quebec, it is
irresponsible for Quebec nationalists to dismiss that contr!bu-
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tion. It is part of Canada's case for insisting that Quebec must
consider itself an integral part of a wider political community,
the perpetuation of which must be decided by all of its participants.
Should Quebec and the rest of Canada agree in principle to
separation, the rest of Canada would undoubtedly insist that
Quebec assume at least an equal per capita share of the
national debt. The rest of Canada might reasonably opt to forgo
any attempt to pursue abstract and historical claims - e.g ..
"you owe us X bUlions of dollars on account of the excess of
federal transfers over tax revenues over the past 50 years." The
compilation of the facts involved would be extremely burdensome and time-consuming. Quebec negotiators would vehemently resist both the principle of restitution and its application to the historic record. Quebec might have no practical
ability to satisfy the demand in any event. It is possible,
however, that public opinion in the rest of Canada would
compel its leaders to press some kind of claim for restitution.
The better angels of the Canadian nature might take a leave of
absence. There would be little affection for a part of Canada
that had chosen to repay generosity with disloyalty.

Secession and human rights
In Gettysburg, Lincoln defined the goal of the Civil War as
not merely saving the Union, but guaranteeing equality for all.
Secession was wrong because it would perpetuate the enslavement of black Americans.
Quebec nationalism has had its ugly elements. Like so many
other nationalist movements in the western world, it has been
blighted at times by anti-Semitism. Popular attitudes contributed to the "none is too many" policy of Canada's government
towards admitting Jewish refugees from the Holocaust.
In the 1960s, there were several episodes of bomb-planting,
kidnapping and murder in the name of Quebec independence.
In modern times, provincial governments have sometimes
carried the pursuit of the "francization" of Quebec to extremes.
Some measures have been flagrant but mostly symbolic -like
banning bilingual commercial Signs. Others are subtle - like
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underfunding Anglophone institutions, such as McGill Univer.ty
,
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Many Quebec nqUo;alists )ike.to say th;hIley' have now
transcended old-fashioned eth'niC nationalism, and are seeking
a state that would be officially' F.rancophone, but multi-ethnic
and tolerant.
It is not easy to understand,. however. how believers in such
a cosmopolitan society would feel any need to separate. The
French language is secure in Quebec. The federal level of
government is bilingual. Quebec is in many ways more autonomous. economically as well as politically. than states of the
European Union. .
Would not a liberal and cosmopolitan society wish to intermingle with a society as peaceful. tolerant and multicultural
as Canada? Why would QuebeCOiS seek to wall themselves in
at the same time that Europeans - including the motherland.
France - are integrating themselves into the European Union?
The primary cause of separatism is not that the provincial
government lacks adequate autpnomy or that the French
language is in any danger. The root cause of separatism is
separatists.
There are. to be sure, elite separatists for whom separation
would mean a springboard into the wider world rather than a
retreat into the enclave. The top echelons of Quebec politicians
would have more power internally. and better stUl. access to
the glitzy world of international diplomacy. If the separatist
elite carry Quebec out of Canada, they would at the same time
elevate themselves into heads of government. ministers of
foreign affairs. ambassadors.
But many separatists are probably seeking independence for
a different reason: a belief that the sense of belonging to a
community leads to a more fulfilling individual existence. and
that the sense of communal belonging could somehow be
experienced on a higher plane in an independent state. rather
than in a "mere" province.
People seem to have an inherent need to have both a family
and a larger clan or tribe or nation. Families are disappearing
as a source of identity and emotional support. Many people live
alone or with a part of a broken nuclear family and far away
from other kin.
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At the same time. people have trouble finding any sort of
larger community with which to identitY. We move away from
the small towns to the big cities. We lose a sense of being rooted
in our religious faiths, either because their rituals and strictures seem arcane and irrational, or because their preachings
are so simple and humanistic as to seem superfluous or vapid.
We find no security or warmth In the corporations and public
institutions that exhibit no loyalty to us, but which will delete
us in the blink of a computer spreadsheet.
.
Throughout the world, as Charles Krauthammer suggests,
traditlonal cultures are threatened with immersion by
"McWorld": by the prospect of haVing local values intermiXed
and overwhelmed by an American-flavored wash of culture
(loud moVies. fast food, hyped sports. low fashion). technology
and economic organization.
Once a society that widely accepted the lead of the Roman
Catholic church, Quebec has become highly secularized. A
society that used to be composed of large rural families has
become an urban society with one of the lowest birthrates in
Canada and one of the highest rates of common-law marriage
and divorce. 43 Camille Bouchard, a Montreal psychologist, has,
observed that "a generation ago. the family was the central
, social unit in Quebec. Now it is the indlVidual."44 Perhaps the
weakening of traditional forms of social organization has lent
a special intenSity to the craving among some QuebeCOiS to
achieve a sense of being a close and independent ·political
family."
But could the formal trappings of statehood really make
much difference for a people whose proVincial government
already enJoys such a generous measure of autonomy? The
proVincial government of Quebec has vast autonomy - in many
ways. more than does a state of the European Union. France
is subject to European Union standards \Vith re~ct to matters
such as labor standards and the enVironment; most sectors
in Quebec are completely beyond the scope of federal regulation.
If independent. Quebec would also be isolated as a supporter
of the French language and culture in North America; within
Canada. it has the support of a much larger political community.

In looking out at the wider world. the eCOnomic. political and
cultural influence of Quebec would be dlmin~hed. not enhanced, if it were a !sinall coun1;ry rather th'ari-an Integral part
of a Canada th.it does hiive somt;: profIle and clout in the
community of nations.
'.
In matters that pertain to the unique traditions of Quebec,
the federal government permits Quebec a special role. It has
its own seat at the table when the Francophone Commonwealth
(Francophonle) meets. Quebec Is also permitted the dominant
say over which immigrants may land In Quebec 46 and receives
federal funding for immigration serVices that is disproportionate to Quebec's actual intake.
Quebec does not need independence to establish an international profile. The federal government has permitted Quebec
its own seat in the Francophonle. Quebec can - and often has
_ established dejacto missions in foreign countries. Catalonia.
which styles itself a "country in 9pain." places full page ads in
magazines with world-wIde publication, proclaiming its economic and cultural glories. Quebec could follow suit. although
federalists wlll no doubt prefer that the ads find a softer term
than "country" to describe la belle province.
Would the primal craVing for community among separatists
be satisfied by merely acquiring the symbols of independence
or by acquiring some governmental authority (like printing
their own currency) that would be as much a burden as a
blessing? If not. what would it take?,
Experiencing independence can be a far less glamorous and
spiritually rewarding experience than struggling for independence. What if nationalists discover. that independence has
worsened the material condition of Quebec and the practical
authority of government to do anything about it? What do
disappointed nationalists then do? How can we know if disappOinted nationalists will not find another struggle to engage in
_ like minimizing the role in Quebec of "alien" elements, like
the English language and its speakers?
As a proVince of Canada. Quebec already engages in some
forms of xenophobia and intolerance. Thc "Charter of the
French Language" has sometimes been extended in ways that
exceed any reasonable need to maintain the French-language
predominance In Quebec. The most publicized example was
the ban on the use of outdoor commercial signs in English. The
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Francophone elite - many of whom are themselves fluently
bilingual and who send their children to private schools - has
decided that It is harmful for children In public schools to be
taught English too early in their schooling. Is the survival of
French really dependent on keeping children ignorant of the
closest thing we have to a world language?47
There are those who argue that minorities might actually be
treated better in an independent Quebec. Buoyed in its selfconfidence, the Quebec majority would feel relaxed enough to
adopt a more tolerant and cosmopolitan outlook.
That is a possibility.
But there is also a risk that an Independent Quebec would
take a turn towards parochialism and outright intolerance. If
Quebec does separate, there may be a massive out-migration
of Anglophones and ethnic minorities who will not risk finding
out the hard way.
Federalists have a strong case that separation is a risk to
human rights. People In the rest of Canada may count it a factor
against accepting separation that as Quebec shifts from governmental pluralism to the unitary state, there is a significant
risk that it will move in the direction of statist tyranny.

Federalism as a safeguardfor minority and
individual rights
Canada has adopted two pillars of the American federal
system: divided sovereignty and the protection offundamental
human rights.
The union that Lincoln saved was, In his view, a union of the
people, not a club formed of American states and accountable
only to the governments of those states. Each order of government would have a direct political and legal relationship with
individual citizens.
Another pillar of the federal system was the Bill of Rights. It
was added to the U.S. Federal Constitution to assure the people
that the newly strengthened federal government would not
become tyrannical. As a result of Lincoln's victory in the Civil
War, the Bill of Rights was supplemented by amendments that
abolished slavery, guaranteed equality before the law, and
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made the Bill of Rights applicable to states as well as the federal
government.
,.,c' '
",
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About a centyrY'after t~e United Statd adopted its federal
constitution. Canada folfbwed suit. Two centuries later, we
finally inserted a "Charter"'cf Rights" in our constitution.
Of the two structural principles a modern state might adopt
- federalism and a charter of rights - federalism can be of even
greater practical Importance In ensuring that government Is
democratic. tolerant and respectful of human rights.
A "charter of rights" will tend to be limited in its field of
operation. It will only Insist that minimum standards of civil
liberties and non-discrimination be observed by government;
that done. all other issues of fairness will remain to be decided
by politicia'hs and bureaucrats. Furthermore. a charter of
rights will only be effective to the extent that someone has the
time, money and stamina to litigate a constitutional point - and
to the extent that a judge has the intelligence and courage to
rule against political authorities.
But federalism affects the entire way in which government
operates. It provides counterbalancing centres of political and
legal authority.
If Quebec separates, its people will find themselves at the
mercy of whatever party happens to be in power for a period of
four to five years. No provincial population should put itself at
such risk of unchecked power.
Quebec governments can be tempted to succumb to the
excesses of ethniC nationalism. But other Canadian provinces
have their own weaknesses. Alberta. for example. has a tendency towards one-party rule and ultraconservatism. Many of
the provinces have a long history of flagrant favoritism towards
supporters of the governing party. Everywhere in Canada.
ordinary citizens benefit from being able to appeal to federal
laws and officials to modify some of the worst excesses of their
local populations.
The reverse holds as well. The arrogance. ignorance or
indifference of the central government to local conditions and
sentiments is held in check by the existence of the alternate
source of authority and influence at the provincial level.
National governments tend to be more centrist than those at
the provincial level. A great insight of James Madison 48 - the
principal architect of the Constitution that Lincoln sought to
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defend - was that a large political community was more likely
to remain free and democratic than a small one. The larger one
will consist of many different groups. none of which can easily
dominate the others. Forming a national majority requires
assembling a political coalition that spans a vast and diverse
country.
It is far easier for an ideological, ethnic or economic faction
to dominate a province, even a large one, than our whole
country. And, it might be added, it is much easier for a
temporary enthUSiasm to sweep over a small place than a large
one. A half-century ago, the Depression-ridden population of
Alberta voted into power the Social Credit Party. The existence
of the federal system limited the extent to which the more
lunatic aspects of Social Credit ideology could be converted into
practice.
The federal system is especially important in protecting local
minorities. It was the federal government under Lincoln that
freed the slaves held in the Southern states. Five score years
after Gettysburg, it was the federal level of government that led
the fight for desegregation in the South.
We should recall how Canada proposed to protect religious
schooling rights back at the time of Confederation. 49 The
,constitution authorized the federal government to overrule
provincial decisions that Violated traditional rights and privileges. Ontario had a Protestant majority and a Roman Catholic
minority. Quebec had a Roman Catholic majority and a Protestant minority. Each local majority might be tempted to
oppress Its local minority. But the central government would
be held accountable by Protestants and Catholics throughout
Canada, and it was expected to impartially protect the rights
of minorities everywhere.
The 1867 Constitution also authorized the central government to act as the protectors of aboriginal peoples throughout
Canada. The central authority was expected to be more resistant to the local greed and racial prejudice that might lead to
the oppression of First Nations.
In modern terms, the federal government has taken on the
role of defending local linguistic minorities. It provides financial
and legal support to Francophone minorities outside of Quebec
and to the Anglophone minority within Quebec.
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First Nations and the Anglophone minority would be cut off
by a secession frp,m'theIr protective Ii,nk with the federal
government. F:~wer' mempers, of these fniIiorities would be
isolated, of course, if QueBec were partitioned - that is, if parts
of Quebec that wished to re~ain within Canada were permitted
to do so.
A Quebec majority does, not have the moral right to unilaterally sever those links. The rest of Canada has a moral
responsibility not to walk away from the protection the federal
system has traditionally extended to the Anglophone and
aboriginal minorities - and to the Francophones who wish to
remain within Canada.
Separation should be resisted by the rest of Canada, unless
and until it is clear that the deSire for it is so strong and
prevalent in Quebec that the continuation of the federation is
not workable or deSirable. Then; before Quebec secedes, the
rest of Canada must negotiate, a treaty that would maintain
within Canada the federalist areas of Quebec, and which would
provide for minority and aboriginal rights throughout both the
remaining Canada and the newly Independent Quebec.

Lincoln and deliberation
In the First Inaugural Address, Lincoln appealed to his
compatriots in the South to avoid being caught up by the
secessionist passions ofthe moment:
My countrymen, one and all, think calmly and well, upon this
whole subject. Nothing valuable can be lost by taking time. If
there be an object to hurry any of you, in hot haste, to a step
which you would never take deliberately. that object will be
frustrated by taking time; but no good object can be frustrated
by it. 50
Lincoln concluded:
Though passion may have stralned, It must not break our
bounds of affection. The mystic chords of memory, stretching
from every battle-field, and patriot grave, to every living heart
and hearthstone. all of this broad land, will yet swell the chorus
of the Union, when again touched, as surely they will be. by the
better angels of our nature. 51
.
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Support for separation among the people of Quebec rises and
falls in response to the passions of the moment. The same holds
for just about any great political issue in just about any part
of Canada. In the 1968 election. Pierre Trudeau's defiant spirit
and physical courage in the face of bottle· throwing separatist
hecklers might have had a decisive effect in securing his
electoral majority, which included a hugc bloc of Quebec seats.
In the 1980 rcferendum, the separatist side appeared to be
winning - until a separatist cabinet Minister. Lise Payette.
suggested that federalist women were "Yvettes" - the name of
a doclle little girl who appeared in children's textbooks. Feder·
alist forces organized "rallies for Yvettes" and support for the
federalist side surged. 52 Support for separatism reached an
all·tlme high in 1990. after the Meech Lake Accord failed to win
ratification. As the 1995 referendum campaign approached.
the separatist side seemed doomed. But Lucien Bouchard, the
leader of the separatist forces in the federal Parliament. sud·
denly was stricken with a life-threatening Illness that resulted
in the amputation of a leg. He made a courageous and Inspiring
recovery. His already formidable stature in Quebec was further
enhanced, and he came unexpectedly close to bringing about
a victory for the "yes" side when the vote came.
Radical constitutional reform is a chOice made not only for
the now. but for future generations. If a chOice purports to have
such durable effects, we should be confident that it has durable
support. The chOice for separation should not prevail merely
because the vote happens to be taken on a day when the
oscillating support for it happens to be at a high.
The chOice should be clearly a settled one, not one that rides
on a passing public emotion, triggered by a particular event or
personality. The margin of voting support should also be high
enough to be a reliable indicator of a true underlying majority
in support ofit. A slight margin of victory may be attributable
to the fact that the referendum Is held on a cold day, and older
(and more federalist) voters were less likely to participate. The
margin should be high enough to ensure that voting fraud
cannot pOSSibly have determined the outcome. During the
1995 referendum, voting fraud by some separatists came close
to tipping the balance in favor of the "yes" side.
The rest of Canada could also reasonably refuse to recognize
the result of a referendum question that is ambiguous. The

,
1995 referendum does not flatly and honestly ask whether
Quebecois want anjndepehdent state. Voters were Invited to
approve the prflPo§itlon tpat,Quebec sItoulir'declare itself
"sovereign" after first offedngthe rest of Canada a new "partnership." The Centre for Research and Information on Canada
revealed the foUmving results:
• 49% of Quebeckers would vote "yes" in another referendum on the same question as In 1995;
• but 44% of those who would vote "yes" >thought that
Quebec would still be a part of Canada.
Even these figures do not tell the whole story of how the
separatists attempted to inflate the support for outright separation. By r$ferring to further negotiations with the rest of
Canada. the separatists attempted to win a "yes" from brinkmanship voters: people who do not want to actually separate,
but who did wish to arm their government with a credible threat
to separate in order to win more concessions from the rest of
Canada.
Joan Fraser, a political commentator for the Globe and Mail.
has justly called these figures "astounding" and concludes that
"divining Quebeckers' real democratic will would be exceed·
ingly difficult If the Yes forces did eke out a narrow referendum,',53

In the videotaped speech he was gOing to release if the
separatist side had won the last referendum, Premier Parizeau
spoke of the "yes" vote as "irrevdcflble." Losinl! - for the second
time - apparently was not "irrevocable. ,,54 Both Premier
Parizeau and his soon-to·be successor, Premier Bouchard.
promised on the night of the referendum that there would be
yet another rematch. Lose big. lose small, lose once, lose twice,
none of that counts as the democratiC wish of the people of
Quebec.
But in the "asymmetrical logic" of separatism, a win, any win,
Is the sacred and irreversible mandate of the people. 55
To be fair, the leader of the Bloc Quebecois in the 1997
election, Gilles Duceppe, retreated in one way from the double
standard of democracy. Quebec could vote its way out one day.
he said, but that would not necessarily end the matter. It could
vote ttselfback in later on. Duceppe seems to have underestl·
mated the economic and human costs of living through the
uncertainty of such a two-step. But he also returned to another
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kind of "asymmetrical logic ... Who says Canada would have to
accept Quebec's return? Why can Quebec unilaterally deCide
to go and unilaterally deCide to come back - when the rest of
Canada apparently has no say in either direction?

Lincoln and partition
In late December 1862. Lincoln was called upon to express
his opinion on whether West Virginia should be admitted as a
state of the Union.
Under the federal Constitution. no state could be admitted
without its consent. Federalists in western Virginia had held a
convention in Wheeling and created their own legislature.
which purported to be that of Virginia as a whole. This federalist legislature then approved the partition.
Lincoln acknowledged that most Virginia electors had not
participated in the election of the Wheeling Legislature. But,
he argued, the democratic tradition is to take into account only
thGse who choose to vote, not those who stay away. Furthermore, if voters stayed away because they were traitors to the
Union, they were owed no heed.
,Having offered a legalistic justification for the partition,
Lincoln addressed the larger moral and practical issues. The
federalists in West Virginia had gone through "severe trials"
due to their loyalty: the government owed them its support in
return. The admission would also irrevocably reduce the ambit
of slave-holding territory in the United States. Lincoln then
concluded:
The division of a state is dreaded as a precedent. Butaimeasure
made expedient by a war is no precedent for times of peace. It
is Said that the admission of West-Virginia, is secession, and
tolerated only because it is our secession. Well, if we call It by
that name, there Is still dlfference enough between secession
against the constitution, and secession InJU!Jor oj the constltution. 56 [emphasis addedl.
Jacques Parizeau, the separatist premier of Quebec, used to
argue as follows. Quebec cannot be partitioned into federalist
and separatist parts before its independence, because the
Canadian constitution would reqUire the consent ofthe Quebec
legislature. After secession, the borders of Quebec would be

,
protected by international law. So Quebec can never be partitioned.
,,': ,
",
",
But if Quebec ~p~ated unilaterally, it ~6Uf(f be violating
the Canadian constitu tion. The federal government would have
every legal right and duty unaer Its own constitution to assert
Its sovereignty over Quebec territory. It would have the authority, under its emergency power, to do whatever was necessary
to assert Its control.
International law does not recognize the right of a territory
to separate, except in cases of classiC colOnialism (an overseas
power dominates a local population) or severe persecution
(such as West Pakistan's rule over East Pakistan). The secession by Quebec would not be lawful in international law. The
internattonall5ommunitywould not be obliged to recognize the
"de facto" success of a separatist government in controlling
parts of Quebec, anymore than the rest of the world recognized
the Confederacy.
The international community Is under no obligation to recognize a secession which has been successful in controlilng
some territory. Many seceSSionist movements. like Biafra or
Rhodesia. have utterly failed in their attempts at recognition,
despite their success in asserting local authority.
But international law demands more. It demands, in my
view. that other states not recognize an unlawful secession by
Quebec in any way.
Internationallaw says that states 'should refrain from taking
any measures aimed at disrupting the territorial integrity of
existing states. Recognition of a unilateral Quebec secession
would violate that norm.
International law protects the right of federalists throughout
Canada. including Quebec, to self-determination: the right of
federaUsts to stay would prevail over that of separatists to go.
because the federalists would not be dismembering an existing
state. The federalists would also be a democratic majority
throughout the country; separatists would not.
International law says that territory cannot be acqutred by
threat or use of unlawful force. 57 Quebec separatists cannot
lawfully acquire a territory by threatening the rest of Canada
with armed violence if federal authorities try to continue their
operations in Quebec. OutSide states cannot assist the coercive
acquisition of territory by Quebec separatists.
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If Quebec and the rest of Canada negotiate the terms of
separation, it will be the moral duty of Canadian authorities to
insist on retaining as Canadian territory the areas of Quebec
that have voted in a referendum to stay within Canada. Canada
would be bound in honor and morality to protect its loyal
citizens; to minimize the extent to which people who have built
their lives around an established legal order are coercively
removed from it; to recognize that federalists in Quebec have
a right to self-determination.
If Quebec attempted to separate unilaterally. federal authorities might, as a practical strategy, concentrate their attempts
to assert control over those areas of Quebec which voted to stay
Within Canada. The support of the local population and offiCials
would be stronger. In these areas, it would be especially clear
to all concerned - the Canadian population outside of Quebec,
separatists within Quebec, the world community - that Canadian authorities have a moral right to continue operating.
Eventually. a West Quebec scenario might unfold; federalists
in Quebec might meet as a rump Quebec legislature and
authorize the creation of an eleventh prOvince.

Lincoln and Foreign Recognition
of the Confederacy

The battle of Gettysburg was fought in the North. The rebels
invaded the loyal part of the Union.
But it was never the rebels' aim to conquer the North. They
hoped instead that some victOries would sap the Northern will
to reunite the country by force.
The rebels also hoped that beating the North on its own home
base would impress the outside world with the will and potency
of the South. Great Britain and the other powers would figure
that the South could never be defeated - or at least that the
War would last indefinitely. They would want to establish good
terms with the new Southern republic, and restore the cotton
trade. So they would intervene on behalf of ending the War.
Steps might include offering to mediate a peace treaty. If the

North refused, Great Britain and others might go ahead and
formally recognize the South as an ipdependent"state.
If the outside.po'\{i~rs rec,ogn\zed the So1'.!tl1~;they would no
longcr be obliged to be neUtral about a civil war. They cou~d
actively intervene - diplomatically, economically, perhaps mIlitarily on the side of the South against any continuation of
Northern blockades or military Invasions.
Lee's incursion into the North was a high risk venture. He
moved into territory where the population was hostile and the
hostile army had short supply lines and an ability to form itself
into a united mass. But the political reward for success could
have been enormous.
On the third day of Gettysburg. Lee took an especially
spectacular ~amble. He ordered a frontal assault on the centre
ofthe Union line. Had "Pickett's charge" succeeded, the South
might have won everything - foreign rccognition and a decisive
weakening of popular support fqr Lincoln.
Lincoln adapted his own military.and political manoeuvres
with a view to forestalling foreign recognition.
Anxiety over the possibility of foreign recognition of the South
was likely one factor in Lincoln's eagerness to press the military
effort towards early success. Lincoln's Initial reaction to the
battle of Gettysburg include no small measure of frustration
and despair. He believed that the commanding general of the
Union forces. George Meade, should have pursued and destroyed Lee's army after its own attack was repelled, and put
an end to the War.
Anxiety over foreign recognition was certainly a crucial factor
in Lincoln's move towards emancipating the slaves.
Early in the War, he maintained that the core Issue was
preserving the Union, not freeing the slaves. Lincoln was
committed to upholding the Constitution at terrible cost; how
could he undermine his position as faithful defender of the
fundamental law while violating the protection it offered for
Southern slavery? Lincoln also had to appease "War Democrats" - members of the opposition party who supported the
armed struggle, but who were Indifferent - or worse - to the
plight of black slaves. At one point early In the War, he had to
countermand an order by General Fremont, which emancipated the slaves in the territory he had occupied.

".
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But Lincoln finally decided to emanCipate the slaves in the
parts of the Union that continued to be in rebellion. He said
that he had authority to do so as commander in chief of the
army. Emancipation was a necessary tool in repressing the
rebellion. The threat of losing their slaves might encourage
some rebellious areas to return to the Union. Once legally
emancipated. slaves could flee the Confederacy and not risk
being returned. The South would lose a crucial supply of
agricultural labor. As it conquered the South. the North might
gain recruits for its army from among the blacks it had
irrevocably liberated.
Lincoln knew that emancipation would serve other fundamental purposes. It would boost the morale of the battered
North. Soldiers would know they were fighting not only for an
abstraction - the preservation of the Union - but a profound
moral cause. The threat of foreign recognition was drastically
reduced. Great Britain and France could not choose the side
of the slaveholders over that ofthe emanCipators.
Now let us return to Canada and the present. and look more
closely at how the international community would respond to
a unilateral secession by Quebec. How could Canadian leaders
follow Lincoln. and persuade the world that It would be morally
wrong to recognize a unilateral secession by Quebec?
The Charter of the United Nations speaks of the right of
"self-determination" for "peoples." But it also insists on the
illegality of attempts to destroy the "territorial integrity" of
existing states. Over theyears. the practice of states has started
to explaln how these two principles can be reconciled.
The world community has made it clear that in the case of
"classic" colonies - such as third world states dominated by
overseas European powers - "self-determination" includes the
right to break away and form a separate country. ClaSSic
colonies are seen as distinct territories. rather than an integral
part of the imperial home base.
The world community has also recognized the right of a
country to break away when its people are being subjected to
brutal and discriminatory treatment by the rest of the country.
The murderous behavior of the Pakistani army towards the
population of East Pakistan triggered recognition of the new
state of "Bangladesh" by many foreign countries.

Generally speaking. a people's right to "self~d~termin~tton"
is confined to "lntemqY self-determtnatton. "In~ernal" means
within the extstiHg'siate; tpe pyople do not spIit' off and form
their own country.
,,;
.
"Internal self-determinatio.n" means. at the very least. that a
people is fairly represented by the national government; the
government does not single out that people for harsh treatment.
An additional form of "internal self-determination" is possible: the people are permitted some form of self-government
within the context of the larger state. For example. while
remaining within Canada. Francophones in Quebec can use
the vast authority of the provincial government to ensure the
ongOing vita'iity of the French language. Spain has Similarly
established regional governments. Within Spain. Catalonians
and Basques use their relatively l).ewTegional governments to
advance their cultural rights and Interests. When a people has
such powerful Instrnments of ·"internal" self-determination.
their moral case for acquiring independence is greatly weakened.
Quebec separatists have not made much of an effort to show
that they have a right to separate In international law. They
realize that their case is hopelessly weak. Some of them. like
former Premier Parizeau. have contemplated a different strategy. Declare independence; assert the "Republic of Quebec's"
authority over all matters within,.its boundaries: count on the
rest of Canada to be too scared or too civilized to use force to
assert federal authority; then invite the rest of the world to
recognize the "reality" of Quebec's independence. They hope
that France will lead the way.
The strategy of "creating realities on the ground" has no basis
in justice or in the law of nations. The world community \vill
not recognize an illegal secession. Indeed. the world community Will sometimes actively assist in repressing it. When
Katanga tried to break away from Congo. the United Nations
Intervened on the side of the Congo. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations warned that the right to self-determination
was intended to encourage decoloniZation - but not the fragmentation of states who have already freed themselves from
overseas domination.
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The argument that the world must sooner or later give official
"recognition" to the "reality" of a secession is contrary to
principle as well as actual practice.
International law does not reward megal behaviOr.
It does not recognize the right of an foreign aggressor to keep
its conquests. It similarly does not reward the efforts by
secessionists to destroy the territorial integrity of a state from
within.
International law values the settlement of disputes by pacific
means. It does not create a framework which rewards violence
and punishes restraint. A state must be permitted an indefinite
period of time to overcome secessionists through peaceful
means: persuasion, negotiation, economic and diplomatic
pressure.
That is how Great Britain ultimately defeated the unilateral
declaration of independence by the racist regime in Rhodesia.
It took decades of non-recognition and economic sanctions by
the rest ofthe world; but the ruling regime finally had to accept
British terms. The world never said to Great Britain "too bad
you are not suffiCiently violent to take charge of your breakaway
territory. The secessionists are in control, and we have to give
offiCial recognition to that reality."
Similarly, secessionists must not be rewarded for using
violence or intimidation. The secessionist regime can establish
"effective control" more easily if it is prepared to use or threaten
force. It may coerce or intimidate loyalists in its midst. If may
threaten violence against any "outside" offiCials - from mail
carriers to soldiers - who try to enter secessionist territory. But
should the international community reward brutality with
official recognition?58
Those who argue that international law should recognize the
"reality" of a successful succession are also strangely unrealistic. They claim that other states would merely be acknowledging a reality that already exists. The truth is more complex.
International recognition can decisively influence whether a
secession succeeds or fails.
There were several pOints during the American Civil War at
which the Southern cause seemed to be headed towards
triumph.
Shortly before Gettysburg, the South seemed to be ascen~
dant in all respects. If Great Britain had recognized it, its cause

might have prevailed. But the South's fortune~ took a drastiC
tumble in a single :week.· Grant, after many ~ailed attempts,
finally won co~t.rol";pfVicll:sbu~g, and witfuiti.cohtrol of Mississippi River. At rumost thet:same time, Union forces stood their
ground against Pickett's charge, and turned back Lee's invasion of the North.
.
International recognition can shore up a secessionist regime
whose control is shaky. Non-recognition can fatally weaken a
regime that looks like it is probably going to prevail.
If other states recognized the "Republic of Quebec," the
authority of the secessionist regime would be immeasurably
strengthened in the eyes of the local population. The will of the
rest of Canada to resist would dissipate. Non-recognition, on
the other hand, would demoralize Quebec secessionists. It
would also create serious practical difficulties for any "Republic
of Quebec," Its regime would not be able to negotiate tax and
trade treaties or represent its t~avellers abroad.
If Quebec attempts to separate uhilaterally, Canada should
appeal to the world community to refrain from any recognition
of the new republic. Canada should make clear that any such
recognition will be regarded as a severe interference in our
internal affairs.
Canada should remind the world that the people of Canada
as a whole have a right to self-determination. A national
majority in favor of unity should not be overborne by a local
majority in favor of separation. ,...
Canada should also Invite other states to consider their own
long-term interests. What sort of example would be set by
supporting the unilateral secession .of Quebec?
Most countries are composed of many different ethnic
groups. If each had a right to break away and form its own
country, the stage would be set for chaos and violence. State
after state might fragment. In many cases, civil war would
result, just as It did in Yugoslavia. The determination of
boundaries and treatment of minorities In the newly emerging
states would trigger violent disputes.
The proliferation of small states would make it more costly
and difficult for the world community to manage international
relations.
The small states that would emerge would tend to provide
their citizens with fewer opportunities for personal and eco-
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nomic development. They would also tend to be parochial, and
, intolerant of their minorities.
Canada has been a model of tolerance and generosity in its
treatment of Its Francophone minority. It has established one
of the most decentralized federations In the world. and
equipped the proVince of Quebec With vast power to promote
the language and culture of its Francophone population. It can
stand as a model of the enlightened use of federalism to
accommodate ethnic diversity and quell separatism. Or it can
stumble. and With a push from outside meddlers, fall - and
teach the world that tolerance is a pathway to disaster.

Lincoln and nation-building
[Lincoln's fatalism) made for a pragmatic approach to problems,
a recognition that If one solution was fated not to work another
could be tried. 'My policy is to have no policy' became a kind of
motto for Lincoln - a motto that infuriated the sober. doctrinaire
people around him who were inclined to think that Lincoln had
no principles either. He might have offended his critics less jfhe
had more often used the analogy he gave James G. Blaine
explaining his course on Reconstruction: 'The pilots on our
Western rivers steer from point to point as they calilt - setting
'the course of the boat no farther than they can see; and that Is
all I propose to myself In this great problem. ,59
Lincoln was flexlble about means, and he had only a few
definite ends. But to these he was committed to the height of
his intellect and the depth of his heart. Slavery is eVil and must
be contained. The Union must be preserved. These were the
ends to which he would adapt and ImproVise the legal, political
and military means.
The containment of slavery and the preservation ofthe Union
were In turn dependent on even higher and more abstract
principles: to dcmocracy. liberty and equality. These principles
did more than define the American political order: for Lincoln,
they were at the heart of the American national Identity. The
American nation had not acqUired its character through a slow
evolution beginning in ancient times; It had been brought forth
by the ideals proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence.
The Declaration of Independence actually did reOect a more
ancient American history. The people who created the United
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States had lived In Isolated and self-suffiCient colOnies far from
the command of EuropeEttl kings, prelates and dictators. At the
time of the War ofIndi:lpend~nce. they were ruFeady among the
most free and prosperous people on !!arth. The philosophy of
the declaration emerged from a self-confident, self-reliant,
tough, well-educated and ma.terlally successful SOCiety. Democracy.liberty and political equality were principles that were
organically related to this society.
If abstract principles define the essence of "Americanhood."
cannot everyone be an American. regardless of race. religion or
country of origin? "In regards to the Germans and foreigncrs I
esteem them no better than other people, nor any worse," said
Lincoln, rejecting thc anti-immigration movement that was
known as the;!'lmow nothings ... 60 Lincoln did have to struggle
to cast away his own prejudices. He was not sure whether
blacks could or should be integrated Into American society, as
opposed to being assisted In emigrating to a new land. He was
courageously merCiful in the aftermath of an Indian rebellion.
but prone to adopt a "great white father" condescenSion when
speaking to them. Towards the end of his life, he developed a
greater respect for black people, because he heard from some
of its most eloquent representatives, like Frederick Douglass,
and because he Witnessed black soldiers devoting their determination, sklll and blood to the federal cause.
In the Gettysburg address. there is no black or white or red;
just a pure statement of all-embraGiJ?g principles that define
the nation. As long as he could preserve the political Union,
the nation would endure.
The task of Canadian statecraft Is different. A "policy of
having no policy" on the part of the fed€:ral government would
mean. in effect. consenting to eventual disintegration. Even
Without the threat of Quebec seceSSion, the national coherence
of Canada would not be easy to maintain. This country is not
held together by common ethnlclty, religion or language. It has
a small population spread over an enormous and disparate
geography. The different parts of Canada will necessarily go
their own way - become independent or join the United States
- unless the political order can define a set of common objectives and beliefs.
Let the federal government enact specific laws and programs
that exhibit a creative and direct concern for the well-being of
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indMdual Canadians across the nation. And let it explain to
the people of Quebec and the rest of Canada why federalism,
with its dMded sovereignty. is the best possible system of
government. Call that approach "visible federalism."

Defining the role of the federal government
At Gettysburg. Lincoln in a few simple lines was able to define
the political ideals. social character and world mission of his
people: the pursuit of democracy. liberty and equality.
The task of defining the national destiny of Canada is in some
ways more veXing. We nave accepted the universal human
rights proclaimed by Lincoln. but that cannot give us a defining
mission of our own. Among our distinguishing hallmarks Is the
use of federalism to accommodate linguistic and cultural diverSity. But no theoretical formula can give much direction on
preCisely where the boundaries between federal and provincial
authority ought to be.
. Lincoln himself accepted the arbitrary nature of the boundaries:
The relative matter of National power and State rights. as a
principle. is no other than the principle of generality and locality.
Whatever concerns the whole should be confided to the wholeto the general government; while. whatever concerns only the
State should be left exclUSively to the State. This Is all there Is
of original principle about it. Whether the National Constitution.
In defining boundaries between the two. has applied the prlncl·
plewlth exact accuracy. Is not to be ~uestioned. We are all bound
by that defining. without question. I
Various encapsulations of federalism have been attempted.
bypol1ticians of the day or their academic analysts. We started
off with "legislative federalism"; the original constitution contemplated a sharp division between federal and proVincial
responsibilities. There would be little overlap in funetions.
Eventually we developed "co-operative federalism." also
known as "executive federalism"; senior officials (premiers.
ministers or bureaucrats) from Ottawa and the ten proVinces
would meet. agree upon programs in which the federal and
provincial governments would share the cost and formulate
national standards. We never developed a "voting proeedure"
to determine how much provincial consensus is required to

proceed. In practice. the federal government' ~ould try to
overbear a few dissic;I!'tnts. The national health iI;\~urance system. for examp!«:Was o~y aycepted bykthc"'last hold-out
provinces when 'Ottawa tF1reatened, to cut baek on federal
funding for their health care ,systems'.
Robert Bourassa. the former premier of Quebec. liked to use
the phrase "profitable federalism." This seemed to refer to the
transfer of federal largesse' to the provincial government of
Quebec. The phrase might also suggest that Quebec should
remaln loyal to Canada only as long as it is on the receiving
end of transfers and other benefits. Such a conditional and
materialistie loyalty does not contribute to the emotional attaehment of Quebecois to Canada. It does p,romote resentme,nt
among Cana'l:llans in the "have provinces,' Brltl.sh ColumbIa.
Alberta and Ontario. who would not mind sharmg with compatriots, but eannot countenance paying tribute or blackmall.
"Profitable federalism" at time!' turns into "profitable separatism." The federal government actually subsidizes the pursuit oflncreased autonomy by Quebec. Look atthe immigration
deal that Quebec has. Provincial officialEl get the predominant
say over which immigrants can land in Quebec. The federal
government actually pays Quebec ~ and now some other
provinces _ for assuming responsibilities that could be exercised by federal offiCials. Quebec receives far more per immIgrant than any other province.
"Special status" for Quebec was, once a focus of debate.
Quebec alone would receive some special powers. But as Pierre
Trudeau pOinted out long ago, what would Quebec give up :n
return?62 How could the Quebeeois,participate as equals m
national government when they clalmed a special dispensation
from the decisions of national government?
To govern those who cannot govern you Is a form of ImperialIsm.
We have too mueh of that already. Case in point: the Canada
Pension Plan. Quebec politicians at the federal level have a say
in how it is administered and revised. In fact. Quebee provincial
offiCials are consulted, even as the views of some of the smaller
provincial participants in the scheme are ignored. But the plan
only operates in the nine predominantly English-speaking
provinces. Quebee operates its own system.
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"Special status· disappeared from the political lexicon for
other reasons. The phrase was too blatant. Canadians were
offended by the phrase itself. It was about as subtle as calling
the theory "favorite child federalism .•
Theoreticians came up with a fancier phrase: "asymmetr· al
federalism." It would sound more egalitarian. Every proVi~ce
would get Its own special adjustments. British Columbia was
promised a railway link to the rest of Canada. wasn't it?
Newfoundland has Its special form of denominational schools
does it not? So why cannot Quebec get a few special deals? And
a few more special deals ....
The theory had the potential to turn a few minor exceptions
into a general philosophy:
So yet another approach was deVised: "let Canada be Switzerland." Quebec wants decentralization. other prOVinces want
equality; so let's have decentralization all around! The Swiss
have a peaeeful and prosperous society. do they not? Yet every
canto~ is highly autonomous. and the federal government is
s~al1 m size and strietly limited in Its role.
But the more Canada becomes Switzerland - and we have
moved strongly in that direction - the more it lacks the coherrnce to stay together. If you keep winding down the role of
national government and institutions. how can you expect to
attract the interest and loyalty of Quebec in the Canadian
political community? How can the country as a whole resist
eventual assimilation into the United States?
The SVII'ltzerland idealized by Canadian decentralists has not
always been a 11ght unto nations. It has in some ways been a
dark enclavc: a place which secreted the money of despots and
drug d~alers. which has suppressed the truth about its collusion Wlth the Nazis. a place which has not welcomed Immigrants or even accorded fair treatment to its guest workers
Led. by Its federal government. Canada has played a mor~
pOSItive and dynamic role on the world stage. Within our
borders. the existence of a strong federal level of government
has helped to moderate excesses at the proVincial level The
cause of human rights has been bolstered by the existe~ce of
a r:ation-wide Charter of Rights and its enforcement by our
unified court system. with the Supreme Court of Canada at the
apex.

The federal strategy during the Charlottetown Aceord r01l.ln,d
of constitutional negotl::!.tions( 1991-9::?J was to pursue "buffet"
or "cut your own deatfeder\llism." AsymmetQ,Lwould not be
established up front. Doing,;so woul~ ,upset a lot of people.
Rather. the federal government would: acquire new means to
selectively devolve its powers. 1t would have more freedom to
delegate powers and to enter Into administrative arrangements
with different proVinces. A series of low-key. indiVidual deals
would lead to a high measure of asymmetry and decentralization. In practice. Quebec might end up with an especially high
measure of "asymmetry"; its governments would be relentlessly
decentralist and eqUipped with the threat of separation if their
demands were not reSisted. But no particular transaction
would get enough attention or seem important enough to
provoke protests from Canadians who want a strong central
government or who are insistent on proVincial equality. But
some of the proVinces figured out the federal game plan and
objected to it. In Its final form. Oharlottetown was more of a
"decentralism for aU" package. 63
.
.
More recently. we hear a theory that might be called "hori·
zontal federalism." This would mean proVinces would meet and
agree on effective national programs and standards. But what
are the chances of securing unanimous agreement among ten
provinces with Inherently different Interests. notably that some
are net funders of the program and others are net beneficiaries?
Ten proVincial governments will not only represent different
Intcrests. but conduct themselves according to their ideology
and political stripe; how often will such a group unanimously
agree on programs and meaningful standards? How often has
this actually happened in the past? Would we have a nationwide system of health care insurance without federal initiative
and pressure? It took decades for the last hold-out proVinces
to finally conform. and only then under fiscal duress from the
federal government. The Agreement on Internal Trade Is the
product of federal-proVincial consensus - and it Is weaker in
many ways than Canada's external trade agreements.
I(the provinces fail to deliver - thatis. if concerns about the "end
.of medicare" and a "race to the bottom for welfare" begin to bear

fruit _ Canadians likely will demand that Canada recentralize. 64

Which CanadianS? Obviously not those whose proVincial
governments are racing to the bottom. And without an effective
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Canada has been the product' of political imagination and
will. It exists only as 1001lg as Its people, choose tollve together
as a political comwtiriJ'iy. Pr,?vln-rial govern~ents'can be expected to pursue provincial ,goals. The vital element in maintaining the symbols. program!? and standards that can unite
Canadians must be the federal government.
A country as diverse as this needs a strong central government as well as powerful proVinces. It needs national institutions, programs and symbols that are visible and constructive,
and which build loyalty among the people of all parts of the
country. It needs a federal government which can define a
useful role for itself, and which can explain the value of
federalism as a system of government. For many years , we have
had federal go'(:'ernments who believe they can buy off separatists with financial bribes and the steady devolution of federal
powers.
In the first years after the 1995 Quebec referendum. many
critics of the federal government would say that its policy on
"national unity" actually was to have no policy: But that view
would be both too harsh and too generous. Too harsh, because
It did seem to have a plan. And too generous, because the
plan still lacked any real sense of national vision and determination.
Part of the fcderal government's policy was to slowly and
incrementally yield more power and privileges to the provinces.
Don·t do it all at once in a spectaeular constitutional proposal
that will excite opposition. No, do it In small steps. Loosen
federal standards over social welfare. Withdraw from the delivery of job training programs, and givc tqe money Instead to the
provinces. Enact legislation promising that the federal government will veto any constitutional amendments that do not have
the support of Quebec or any other "region."
The federal government appeared to have been searching for
ways to develop a counterbalancing federal agenda - a national
pharmacare program? - but came up with little or nothing.
The federal government In effect adopted a policy of "profitable separatism." Under the latter system, the federal government irritates citizens by taxing them, and then turns the
money over to provinces to spend as thcy I!ke. How many
university students In Quebec realize that their education is
largely paid for out of money raised in other Canadian prov,

federal government. how will those other Canadians who "demand" that Canada be a genuine economic and social union
realize their aspirations?
Those who would favor constitutionally-entrenched decentralization should realize that they would make it impossible
for the pendulum to ever swing back If the practical results are
unsatisfactory. or even disastrous. Our amending formula
would permit any province to "opt out" of any proposed recentrallzatlon. There would be no way to overbear a province that
would prefer a laissez-faire union. Quebec In particular would
almost never consent to recentrallzation in any respect.
Purely horizontal federalism would obviate the central question of constitutional ordering - given the fact that there Is no
consensus on policy, how are deciSions made? How can the
wishes of the majority be balanced with protection of minorities?
It is welcome to see that one of the leading proponents of
"horizontal" federalism, Thomas Courchene, does not seem to
view it as a self-sufficient answer. He states that "Canadians
by rights Inherent in citizenship, deserve a full-blown social
and economic unlon.,,55 He argucs that the provinces could
and should do more to promote a Canada-wide social safety
net. He concludes that "delivering a full-blown SOCial union
requires both 'top down' [centrally ledl and "bottom up" (horizontal) integratIon." I would not disagree with any of these
pOints.
In an essay that accompanied the McDonald Royal Commission of the economy, Albert Bretton proposed the concept of
competitive federalism. 56 Just as economic competition benefits thc consumer, so federal competition benefits the voter. A
strong national government and strong provinces should not
only co-operate, but compete against each other for the support
and respect of the public money. Doing so will inspire each
order of government to Its best performance; it will also ensure
that each order of government does Its role of chastening the
other when it becomes oppressive, IneffiCient or corrupt.
Bretton's approach should be an important part ofthe overall
mix in Canada. We need areas of creative federal-provincial
tension as well as collaboration.
The overall philosophy I would propose might be called
"balanced and visible federalism."

inces? How many medical patients are aware of the billions of
.dollars that the federal government pours into the medicare
system?
The federal government is increasingly in a position where
its only visible role Is to raise taxes; the money is transferred
to provincial programs. often unconditionally. The federal contribution is never seen or appreciated by the ordinary citizen.
and the provinces and federal government are constantly
arguing over funding levels. It would be better for the federal
government to direct a substantial part of Its contributions
directly to the individual citizen. For example. the federal
government could distribute "training vouchers" which an
individual could use to buy the training of his or her choice.
The individual would be empowered to access programs run
both by the private sector or by a provincial government. There
would be no federal-provincial friction over how much money
the federal government is directly transferring to the province.
Similarly. the federal government could create large numbers of "post-secondary" education vouchers instead of spending billions of dollars. A student graduating from the secondary
level of education could use it for tuition at the community
college or university of her choice. Young Quebecois might be'
Impressed by the relevance and constructive character of the
federal presence In Canada. The approach would do far more
for building unity than does the failed policy of the last decades,
which Is having the federal government funnel tens of billions
of dollars to the provinces in grants that are unconditional,
unnoticed and unappreciated by the general public, and constantly criticized as inadequate by the provinces. The voucher
approach would also be consistent with the phllosophy of
"re-inventing government" - which means allowing government
to set broad social objectives (such as promoting post-secondary education and bullding national unity) and then find ways
to achieve them that make maximum use of Individual chOice
and free markets.
Another part of visible federalism would be this: that the
federal government make a sustained effort to explain to the
people of Canada why federalism is a superior system of
government. The benefits of divided sovereignty - of economies
of seale, of mutual checking and balancing - have never been
forcefully advocated to the people of Quebec or anywhere else.
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Visible federalism would also require the federal government
to make the moral an,q;legal case against unllater:ij.l secession .
, .'
J.: •
Separatists would,.,no,longer,pe able to promote Iantasles: that
unilateral secession would Be lawfuh that partition could be
avoided; that a simple majority vote is suffiCient; that the rest
of Canada is prepared to negotiate "sovereignty-association" or
some other halfway house to independence; that the rest of
Canada will place any credence on the results of a referendum
on an ambiguous question. such as the desirab1l1ty of "sovereignty."
Referendums conducted by a provincial government are not
mere public opinion polls. Every time a Quebec government
holds one. it inflicts uncertainty and anxiety that damages the
Canadian ecdhomy and the tranqulllity of Its people. A "yes"
vote. even on an ambiguous question. could provoke political,
economic and legal chaos. The federal level of government has
the authority to address nation?! crises. In my view, that
includes the authority to pass a law that constrains the frequency with which provincial governments can hold referendums. and which reqUires any question to be uneqUivocal.
Parliament ought to pass such a law.
The federal government should produce a manifesto of its
vision offederalism. It could include a systematic explanation
of the theoretical benefits of federalism and a thorough documenting of the practical activities and transfers carried out by
the federal government. It could also propound and defend a
vision for the future: one In which the federal government will
continue to play an active role in building the economic and
social union; in which Its contrlbutionll, will to a greater extent
consist of direct transfers to individUals; one in which there
may be a "rebalanCing of federalism" - a series of adjustments
in federal and provincial responsibilities - but in which every
concession to the provinces must be balanced by an enhancement of the federal authority or role. It would also spell out the
moral and legal case against the right of any province to secede
unilaterally. and make it clear that the federal government is
committed to maintaining the rule of constitutional law.
Around the time this essay was being completed, the federal
Unity Minister, Stephane Dion, carried out a spirited exchange
ofletters with Quebec leaders. Dion Insisted that Quebec has
no legal right to separate unilaterally. and would be liable to
~-'-
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be partitioned in the event of a negotiated divorce. The federal
throne speech of September 1997 at long last indicated that
the federal government was finally recognizing that its many
jurisdictional retreats had done nothing to diminish the forces
of separatism. and It might be time to actually try to relate to
individual Canadians. In analyzing the throne speech, journalIsts Edward Greenspon and Graham Fraser wrote:
As Ottawa gets back into the business of relating to Canadians,
it will do so in a different way. Partnership does not mean
transferring money to provinces, but to individual Canadians.
Not health transfers but home care. Not social assistance transfers to provinces, but money for children sent directly to Canadians. Not education transfers. but Canada student loans.
In each case. the federal government's Involvement in a field of
provincial jurisdiction will be visible. comprehensible, and not
hidden in the abstraction of a federal-provincial deal_. 67

Lincoln and tact
'''A house divided against Itself cannot stand. ,,68

- Abraham Lincoln.
"It is true. but is it wise or politic to say it?"69

- William Herndon, Lincoln's law partner.

During the 1997 election campaign. Preston Manning called
for the Prime Minister and leader of the Progressive Conservative party to meet with him in a series of debates on "national
unity." He invoked as a precedent the Lincoln-Douglas debates.
Professor Michael Fellman responded that the LlncolnDouglas debates heightened tensions in the United States. and
that Lincoln's eventual presidential victory triggered the beginning of secession. If someone like Preston Manning were
elected, it might provoke Quebec secessiOn -just as the election
of Abraham Lincoln spurred Southern secession. Even jfPreston Manning were not elected, a heated debate might produce
even more heated action. A Canadian John Brown - some kind
of anti-separatist fanatic - might initiate violence that would
eventually spill into full-fledged armed coni1lct among Canadians and perhaps even provoke a U.S. intervention. Better to
stay, Professor Fellman argued. in a "perpetual pre-civil war»
mode70

,

South Carolina's "ordinance of secession" cited the "house
divided" phrase as, ~vidence that bincoln was \ dedicated to
"subverting the.constituti~n." But Lincolfi~ctually made it
clear - to those who caredtb study 'bis speeches carefully and
objectively - that he had no intention of so doing. In the First
Inaugural Address Lincoln reaffirmed that he would not interfere with slavery in the South. He would continue to abide by
the constitutional guarantee that fugitive slaves be returned.
He would not even oppose a constitutional amendment to
confirm the constitutionality of Southern slavery.
Still, it can be argued that Lincoln should have avoided the
"house divided" expression. It Is possible that a phrase as
memorable as "a house diVided against itself cannot stand" had
an impact t1i:at went far beyond the Lincoln's less pithy and
memorable attempts to explain his relatively moderate inten·
tions towards the South. Aphorisms, maxims, slogans, sound
bites, precisely because they are so -small, can have an impact
that is enormous. A phrase that can be easily remembered,
that can Impress upon the mind a powerful idea or image. can
have far more persuasive, hurtful or provocative effect than a
whole speech that amplifies or contests It.
Our popular music conSists primarily of a "hook" - a
catchphrase with a catchy and simple melody or rhythm; the
song is merely the background.
Lincoln had a poet's attentiveness to sound. Perhaps he
could not reSist a phrase so sonorous. It also followed his
favorite pattern of sound and sense: abstract ideas and complicated syntax culminating in a simple. forceful, Single-syllable ending.
It carried the authority ofthe Bible. The "maxims of the Btble
are true and applicable in the affairs ofrnen." said Lincoln, and
he probably believed it. His Second Inaugural Address was
centred around two maxims of the New Testament about the
sorrow that is the wages of sin.
lt had the rustic. log-cabin, touch. The "folks" liked that.
Lincoln, the lawyer, allowed himself to be bllled as the "rail
splitting" candidate. In another celebrated phrase, Lincoln alleging a conspiracy among Douglas and other senior politicians and judges to make the Union all-slave -.spoke of their
project as a "house" in which all the different elements - "all
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these tenons and mortices" - fit together so perfectly that they
must have been worked from a "common blueprint."
'{lo maybe in the "house divided" speech Lincoln the poet did
get the better of Lincoln the politician. Then again. did the
poetry of Lincoln's peroration in the First Inaugural Address his invocation of the mystiC chords of memory and the better
angels of the American nature - have any counterbalancing
impact on the seceSSionists?
For all the power of Lincoln's rhetoriC, it is doubtful that one
moment of it - the "house dlv:!ded" phrase -c in itself had a
pivotal effect on the course of events. As already noted, Lincoln
was a prolific speechmaker. He articulated his approach to
Slavery with painstaking care. What helped to provoke the Civil
War was Lincoln's willingness to adopt a bcdrock principle that slavery could not be permitted to spread - and adhere to
it. through all the hardship and horror that followed.
It is possible that the Stephen Douglas approach would
eventually have led to the peaceable extinction of slavery.
Douglas proposed the prinCiple of "popular sovereignty." Even
before a federal territory of the United States became a state.
Its local population would choose for themselves whether to
permit or prohibit slavery. Most territories would likely have
been dominated by Immigrants from the more populous North,
and would have rejected slavery. In the long run, perhaps even
the cotton states would have recognized that slavery was evil.
and accepted gradual and peaceful emancipation.
Douglas had his own political reasons for being "tactfuL" He
wanted political support from both the North and South. He
had his own presidential aspirations. Furthermore. Douglas
was eager to see a national railway built, and espeCially one
that used his Chicago. in his home state. as a major hub; the
mid-West territories had to be politically organized before the
railway could go ahead; and the only way that Douglas could
get enough Southern support for doing so was to grant them a
symbolic nod - admit. that is, that slavery was a theoretical
option for these territories.
But Lincoln was not prepared to see slavery extended at all
to any new territory. He feared that expansion of the "slave
power" would eventually lead to the establishment of slavery
In the free states as well as the slave ones. Lincoln may have
thought as wen that it was a practical necessity to "quarantine"

slavery in order to send the message to the sl;~~ states that
the Institution was m?rally reprehensible. and mu,{lt eventually
be terminated.
,'.' '
'I" ,,~;,-.,
Again. Lincoln accepted tliatthe federal government should
abide by the existing constltut,lon, which permitted the existing
slave states to keep their "domestic institution." He was very
clear that he was not a radical abolitionist. But legal acceptance was not enough for the pro-slavery forces; they bitterly
opposed the moral condemnation visited upon them by Northern politicians like Lincoln. They feared that the' atmosphere
of moral condemnation would encourage slaves to vote. Perhaps they also sensed that their cherished "domestic Institution" really was evil. and resented having their consciences
tweaked.
f
In an 1860 speech in New York. Lincoln trenchantly observed
that:
Most ofthe [proponents of slaveryl,would probably say to us 'Let
us alone. do nothing to us, and say what you please about
slavery: But we do let them alone - have never disturbed them
- so that. after all. it Is what we say. which dissatisfies them,
They will continue to accuse us of doing. unless we cease
saylng. 71

Lincoln could be tactful. As preSident. he would sometimes
write memorandums - like one to his victorious general at
Gettysburg. expressing his displeasure that Meade did not
pursue Lee at the end of the battle. an effort that might have
destroyed the main army of the South and put an early end to
the Civil War - and then put them in hls,desk, never to be
sent.72 But his essential character was that of someone who
struggled to find the truth about the Issues of his day and who
derived great satisfaction from expressing his conclusions In
the most precise and eloquent way possible. Quite apart from
the practical consequences of remaining silent on slavery,
Lincoln would have felt the desire to speak his mind about It.
In dealing With secession. Canadian politicians are constantly worried about whether It Is impolitic to speak plain
truth as they see It. Federal politicians are wary about bluntly
warning Quebecois about the economic consequences of separation; might not that provoke a backlash from "soft nationalists"? Might It not actually promote separation lfyou plainly
told the people of Quebec that the Canadian people as a whole
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have the moral and polltlcal right to reject a proposal by a
J;I1aJorlty of Quebecois in favor of separatIon? Or that the rest
of Canada might insist on the partition of Quebec even If some
form of separation were permitted?
In my view. If there were ever a time when tactful silence on
such matters was prudent, It is long past. Yes. plain speaking
may offend those who are mugwumpers about whether to
remain In Canada. But the failure to speak plainly has created
false Impressions and expectations on the part of many voters
for "sovereignty." There are no clear-cut tactical reasons for
refraining from honest and vigorous debate. We should revert.
therefore. to the state of heart and mind that befits citizens of
a democracy. That free and vigorous debate contributes to our
understanding of ourselves and our fellow citizens; that the
pursuit of such understanding. like the acquisition of other
forms of knowledge. is a worthy endeavor quite apart from its
impact on government; that the exchange of ideas and information will indeed help us to make wiser decisions In the public
arena.
While our leaders and people should feel free to speak their
mInds. they do not necessarily have to arrive at a consensus
on all poInts of contention - and in particular. paints of
"pol,1tical theology." We do not have to share the same beliefs
on lin matters to build a just political community together. On
the contrary; part of the genius of llberal and democratic
government is that it permits citizens who differ drastically on
many fundamental issues to still find areas In which they can
work together.
Over the past decades, Canadians have wasted an enormous
amount of time and good will over one particular phrase whether Quebec should be constitutionally recognized as a
"distinct society."
The phrase does not appear to be contained in any "sacred
text," like the Bible or the Declaration ofIndependence. One of
its earliest appearances appears to be a 1967 report by the
policy committee of the Quebec provincial Liberal party. It
spoke ofthe need to maintain Quebec's "distinct identity" and
preserve its character as "dlstlnct from all other communities
in North America. ,,73
The McDonald Royal Commission of 1985. established by
the federal government. recommended that the preamble ofthe

Constitution include a reference to Quebec's "distinct character" as the "principal but' not exclusive homelanq,of Francophones in Canada,,: .'. :~.
.;
'.~ .,.,.'
A few years later. Premier B'6urassa dredged up the "distinct
society" phrase. made it one' of Quebec's constitutional demands. and Prime Minister Mulroney obligingly Inserted it in
the Meech Lake Accord. The phrase became a focal point ofthe
widespread opposition to the Accord that ultimately led to its
political demise.
No wonder. Perhaps the phrase only means "distinctive" in
French. But in English. the word also Implies "separate."
Moreover, the Meech Lake Accord offered no real definition
of the phrase - apart from the fact that the Anglophone
presence was Subordinate to the Francophone. Quebec was
obliged to merely "preserve" its Anglophone presence. while
"preserving and promoting" Its Francophone side.
As one of the critics of the Meech Lake Accord. I was not so
much concerned about the /ega/impact of the "distinct SOCiety"
phrase as about its political impact. Slogans are powerful. and
even more so when they become fixtures of the constitution.
rather than a rhetorical figure In the speech of one politician.
The undefined "distinct society" phrase could be understood
as an instruction to Quebec politicians to push the detachment
of Quebec from the larger political community to its maximuIn
in all directions as long as Quebec stopped short of outright
separation.
If Lincoln's "house divided" phrase carried the potential for
misunderstanding, at least he made every effort to lay doVi'll
precisely what he meant. The supporters of Meech Lake advanced radically different interpretations of what "distinct
society" was all about. At the time he gave his "house diVided"
speech. Lincoln was merely running (unsuccessfully) for the
Senate. and anyone worried about his remarks could take
solace in the letter of the Federal Constitution. The framers of
the Meech Lake Accord. by contrast. were attempting to make
an irrevocable change to the letter of our constitution.
When I published an article in 1988. "Refashioning Meech
Lake ...74 suggesting how the Accord should be Improved. I
suggested that "distinct society" be changed to "dis.t1nctive part
of the Canadian nation." No sale. I did not really expect a
Quebec government to accept that Canada is a nation; but was
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it unreasonable to hope for a compromise, like "distinctive part
of the Canadian union?"
Similarly, was it beyond the realm of possibility that all the
provlnces could have committed themselves to building the
larger community as well as pursuing thetr own separate
destinies? The possibility was never really tested, because we
did not have a federal government with enough vision or
courage to propose such ideas.
My 1988 article, "Refashioning Meech Lake," also suggested
that "distinct society" be better defmed. The civil law tradition
of Quebec, and its Francophone majority and Anglophone
minority could be mentioned as part of the defining characteristics of Quebec. That would give some shape and limits to the
phrase. Such an approach was eventually incorporated in large
part in the Charlottetown Accord. The Anglophone minority
was not specifically mentioned as being part of the "distinct
identity" of Quebec, but the Charlottetown Accord did commit
the parties to the "vitality and development" of linguistic minorities everywhere in Canada - a drastic improvement over
the Meech Lake Accord.
My 1988 article made another suggestion: place "distinct
society" in the context of the recognition of other Canadian
values, like mUlticulturalism. the role of aboriginal peoples and
the building of the Canadian Identity. The recognition of various Canadian values would prevent anyone of them, like
"distinct SOCiety," from being interpreted in a radical or oppressive manner. My suggestions were taken up by the 1989
Manitoba Task Force on the Constitution, which suggested
that the combined clause be called the "Canada clause." In
1992. the Charlottetown Accord - a package of amendments
that was eventually rejected in a nation-wide referendum itself purported to include such a clause.
One of my disappOintments about the CharlottetO\'I'Il Accord
was that the parties could never bring themselves to speak
about building Canada in the Canada clause. E pluribus
pluribus. All parts, no sum. "Canada is a democracy committed
to a parliamentary and federal system of government and to
the rule oflaw,"75 That is all that Charlottetown Accord would
say in the same clause that paid tribute to Canada's diverSity:
to multiculturalism, to the aboriginal presence, to Quebec's
"distinct identity" and the role oHts government and legislature

in promoting that identity. Was it impossible for the parties to
explain that the con~t1tuerit parts ofCanada are,JOined in their
commitment tq;, liti41dlng .~anl'lda as a ~h61tr? That all the
provinces and territories were committed to promoting national
unity?'
As usual in the Mulroney era, the federal government saw
itself as a broker of speCial interests, not as the embodiment
of the collectivity. It asked for little, got less. The people of
Canada conSidered the Charlottetown:Accord, and said no. The
failure of the federal government to promote a nation-building
agenda was surely a part of that collective rejection,
If we must return to the "distinct society" debate, let us at
least start with the Charlottetown version - in which the phrase
is reasonabTy well defined and placed in the context of other
Canadian values and this time add a real commitment to
building the national community as well as recogniZing Its
constituent elements. Can we not speak of a commitment on
the part of all components of Canqda to building a national
identity that embraces and transcends all of Canada's diversity?
,
As thiS essay was being completed, the premiers of the nine
predominantly English-speaking provinces met and agreed
upon a set of principles that would gUide further discussions
of national unity. They wisely spoke of recognizing the "unique
character" of Quebec, rather than using the more provocative
and divisive "distinct society," But the premiers also betrayed
thetr decentralist biases. Their set of principles speaks four
times of diversity, and mentions unity only once: the premiers
state that "respect for diversity underlies unity." The premiers'
statement speaks of the pOSSibility of future constitutional
amendments that would give powers to the prOvinces, and
inSists that all provinces must have equal access to any new
powers. To be falr. the premiers do speak of working co-operatively with the federal government to build social programs.
But there is no mention of any concepts such as the "Canadian
identity" or the "Canadian nation" and no acknowledgment of
the need for a reasonably strong and effective federal government.
But we might do better if all sides could agree that a
description of the general nature of Quebec and Canada need
not be authoritatively resolved by a formal constitutional
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amendment. Debate it if you wish, but there is no need to have
a definitive resolution placed in the constitution.
The proper function of a constitution is not to symbolically
describe the country. Leave that to poets. And the best poets
will discover that no simple phrase can unequivocally define a
complex human phenomenon. The best poetry often consists
of a set of words that suggests a variety of different possibilities.
some of them conflicting.
The function of a constitution in a pluralistic society Is to
establish the ground rules under Which people will live given
the fact that they do not agree on many fundamental Issues.
For example. people may disagree strongly in their political
ideology. but still agree that laws should be made by democratically elected legislatures and that those laws should be obeyed
until lawfully changed. People might have drastically different
"theologies" of Canada - a nation-state. a "two founding nations" state. a two founding nations plus First Nations state. a
multicultural state - but still agree that the federal government
should have exclUSive control over the money supply and that
the provinces have exclUSive authority over municipalities and
primary schools.
In practice. Quebec has all the tools it needs to protect its
lartguage and culture. The Constitution Act. 1867. granted that
authority by establishing a provinCial legislature with broad
powers. Perhaps Quebec nationalists and the rest of us would
agree that what Quebec society is and ought to be is an
endlessly debatable question; that the political and social
character of Quebec will constantly evolve. and cannot be fixed
in a single formula and a specific moment in time; that there
will never be a consensus on a particular mantra or catchword
to describe it. Both sides might agree. in other words, to avoid
again becoming mired in an attempt to achieve a consensus on
an abstract definition of Quebec's identity.
Ambiguity is often used as a poor substitute for tact. Tact
means remaining silent about things that need not be said or
resolved. Ambiguity means creating the appearance that an
issue has been resolved, when It has only been postponed. The
undefined "distinct society" clause of the Meech Lake Accord
was such a disingenuous attempt at postponement.
The 1850 Compromise by the American Congress was supposed to be the "final settlement" of the slave dispute in the
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United States. In fact. It left sbme crucial pOi~t~ ambiguous; to
use the phrase of one critic. Congtess enacted, a lawsuit. 76 It
might be argu~p;'that "en~cti1fg" a lawsclt firiot a bad idea;
you remove the issue from a partisan and emotional forum.
and let it be resolved by the. Courts. who will do so coolly. and
whose pronouncements will be respected. But solutions Imposed by a detached and isolated third party may lack the
practical realism of a resolution devised by actual contestants.
They may also lack the stability and legitimacy of a resolution
that parties have devised for themselves.
In the Dred Scott case. 77 the Supreme Court of the United
States did settle a major point of dispute. It ruled that Congress
had no authority to prohibit slavery in a territory. The Court
that Issuedf'the decision no doubt hoped that their appeasement of slavery sentiments would help the Union to hold.
Lincoln took the position that thl'! result in an individual case
is narrowly binding on the litigants. but should not be taken
as a lasting guide to political action. After Dred Scott. he could
"no longer have unqualified faith .. the Courts. 78
Quebec separatists have mastered the use of ambiguity for
another purpose: to lure Quebecois into outright separation by
winning assent to a series of ambiguous propositions. They ask
for assent in principle to "sovereignty," but not outright "lnde.
pendence"; they promise to seek a new "partnership" with
Canada before declaring outright "sovereignty". but do not spell
out the nature of the partnershlptney are seeking. There is no
case for a "tactful" tolerance of this kind of sham. The federal
government ought to plainly say that it will only treat a
referendum as supporting independence if the question is put
plalnly and unambiguously. The federal government should
also make It clear that regardless of any referendum. it is not
prepared to negotiate any halfway house to independence.
such as "sovereignty-association."
There is no credible case for .. tact" anymore when it comes
to describing the consequences of separation. It is urged upon
the federal government that it should not offend swing voters
in Quebec by referring to the adverse consequences of separation including the partition of Quebec. But many "swing
voters" are being lured into voting yes by the misguided belief
that Quebec can separate unilaterally and on its own terms.
What should prevail instead is a belief that honest and open
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discussion Will at least promote intelligent deliberation and
choice.
No simple formula or axiom can explain to a practical
politician when it is best to remain silent and when it is best
to fully defme and defend a proposed course of action. I have
argued above that some questions of "politlcal theology" need
not be definitively resolved. although there may be value in
discusSing them. When it comes to issues that government
does propose to resolve. the presumption should be in favor of
the forthright statement ofthe government's intentions and the
reasoning behind them.
The decision to explain a course of action carries with it the
neceSsity to actually think it through. Lincoln painstakingly
wrote his own letters and speeches; he spent many evenings
of solitude in drafting his first Emancipation Proclamation. A
fatr amount of thinking and communication Is now delegated
by senior politicians. rather than conducted personally. We
have had senior politicians who could write and think for
themselves - John A. Macdonald. Pierre Trudeau - but many
of our current leaders are better at delivering the message than
creating one. Whether the need to "go public" triggers solitary
reflection or a more collective process of rumination. the end
result is often a more sensible course of action.
The presentation of clear and candid proposals by senior
leaders can stimulate and deepen the Wider democratic conversation that should take place on issues of high importance.
EXisting proposals can be refined. new ideas can be Incorporated. Whatever outcome emerges will be better accepted by its
doubters. It is easier to live With a decision you oppose if you
have had a fair chance to make your case against it.
Our senior pollticlans managed to place constitutional reform at the centre ofthe national "debate" while largely avoiding any serious debate over constitutional reform. From 1982
to 1987. federal. provincial and aboriginal offiCials met - mostly
behind closed doors - to conSider the constitutional future of
aboriginal peoples. Rarely was there a genuine debate about
fundamental issues. Aboriginal groups advanced bold claims
and strong rhetoriC; federal and provincial leaders hemmed
and hawed and stalled but never explained their real practical
or philosophical concerns. Very little progress was made. An
honest and open debate might have produced some acrimoni-

ous exchanges, but it also might have led to 'much greater
understanding on all 'sides. and ultimately. s.ome concrete
progress on bet,tetiiig the political and SOcial 'conditions of
aboriginal peoples. 79
,:
....
In 1987. Prime Mjnjsterj~ulroney secured the first draft of
the "Meech Lake" constitutional accord at a single closed-door
meeting. and then tried to rush it through before there could
be a national debate. As' opposition mounted, the federal
government never attempted to engage in a gelluine national
debate over the Accord. and possibly modii'y it as a consequence. It was portrayed as a "done deal," and the only chOice
of opponents was to relent or else face responsibility for having
contributed to the break.up of the country.
When tht!' Charlottetown Accord was crafted by Canada's
senior politicians, they had no practical choice but to permit a
popular referendum on whether it would be enacted into force.
As a result, there fmallywas a national political debate. It was
emotional at times. but also achieved a reasonable level of
depth and intelligence.
One of the main obstacles 10 now holding a useful public
debate on national unity issues is the complete and utter
boredom of most of the publlc. We have been here before. Too
many times. and often Without any underlying need. There was
no compelling need in 1987 for Prime Minister Mulroney to
revive the national unity issue. There was not much popular
enthusiasm among the Quebec,populatlon in 1995 for holding
yet another referendum over sovereignty.
Tedium has become one of the most dangerous forces in
Canadian politics. It numbs our sens.e of danger. People worry
about the future or dwell in the past for a psychological reason:
the hope that sheer repetition of the preview or review will
eventually numb them to the fear or trauma of the event. The
repeated flirtations with independence have made many
QuebeCOis regard as plaUSible an option that would. if carried
out. inflict terrible economic hardship on its people. It has also
dulled many Canadians to the risk that Quebec separation
presents to their own political future.
And just as people sometimes seek boredom to overcome
trauma. they sometimes seek trauma to overcome boredom.
There may be many Canadians. within and Without Quebec,
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who would favor separation simply to escape the ennui of
returning to the same issue.
Lincoln fought the Civil War relentlessly insisting on total
victory - despite internal opposition, mil!tary failures, and a
spllling of blood that weighed heavily on his conscience. He did
it to preserve the Union and free the slaves. Both issues were
of high moral importance and carried great consequences for
the whole history of humanity.
The ongoing survival of Canada is tmportant to the world.
which needs models for the enlightened accommodation of
ethnic differences. It may well be that our fate is not as
consequential as the survival of the United States in the last
century. The United States was practically alone in its ideolog·
ical commitment to political equality and freedom for all citi·
zens. It was large and rich enough to become a world power in
the next century. An independent Quebec might be a less
democratic and tolerant place than the existing province;
maybe a parochial and petty place. but there is no chance at
all that Quebec would ever accept an abuse of human rights
as despicable as slavery. Still. we can be a model to the world
in our own way, and we should be loathe to close that possi·
bility. We are certainly not obliged to do so merely because a
sf.)paratlst majority Is in a slight. and possibly temporary,
ascendancy in Quebec.
We should also refrain from setting the precedent that a
democratic and tolerant state will yield to an unlawful seces·
sion. rather than insisting that any fundamental change must
be achieved peacefully and with the concurrence of a national
majority.
Many, perhaps most, Canadians will not be much concerned
about the international implications of a unilateral seceSSion
by Quebec. They will concentrate on our own society and its
laws. A unilateral secession would be a violation of the funda·
mental law of the land. a massive incursion on the rights of
loyai federalists in the province. and an affront to the Wishes
of the overwhelming majority of Canadians in the country as a
whole. Would Canadians resort to force in defence of the rule
oflaw, the rights oftheir fellow Citizens in Quebec, and respect
for democratic process?
So far, no one Is asking us to pay a high price In blood or
treasure to preserve our union. So far, Canadians have not

been called upon to do much ~ore than engage constructively
in a debate that h!!ls' grown exquisitely, tedio~s. which has
largely been provoked by irresponsible potitlclans rather than
underlying necessity.
{'
.
But what if Quebec sed:!des unilaterally, and the question
becomes: do we risk the lives of loyal soldiers and separatist
rebels in order to resist an, unlawful secession?

Lincoln, Fort Sumter and
the Descent into Violence

,
One of the hallmarks of the Canadian social and political
order has been a belief in the peaceable resolution of confliCt.
Internationally, we contribute heavily to peacekeeping operations; domestically. we have strict controls over the possession
of firearms, and have never experienced a full·scale civil war.
In the same article quoted from earlier. Krauthammer suggests
that while the failure of the Canadian experiment will be an
ominous portent for the rest of thc world, we decent and civil
Canadians would at least resolve our disputes peaceably.
I am not SO sure.
Ycs. we are supposed to be nice. gentle folk; but to begin with
a small point. look at the central role of hockey in our culture,
both as a game to be played and a spectacle to be watched; and
see how the Canadian style emphasizes' effort and physical
intimidation rather than speed and finesse.
Yes. Canadians think of themselves as peaceable. and often
act that way. But the people and government of Canada have
not been reluctant to resort to force to uphold the rule oflaw.
We have abolished the death penalty. but we still have one
of the highest rates in the world of jailing peoplc. Contrary to
the blather of the day. our prisons are not. and never have been,
"country clubs."
In two world wars. hundreds of thousands of Canadians
volunteered for combat, and were tough and aggreSSive. They
killed people In a just cause, but they did kill people, and in
large numbers.
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Yes. we have not had a civil war like that In the United States.
But In the 1960s we had bombings and kidnappings by a small
number of separatist extremists; and the Canadian authorities
did not react peaceably. When extremists abducted and killed
the provincial cabinet minister PIerre Laporte. Prime Minister
Trudeau - the philosophical liberal. the leader who would later
bring us a Charter of Rights - agreed, at the request of the
provincial premier and the mayor of Montreal. to Invoke the
War Measures Act. Martial law camc to Canada. and hundreds
of law-abiding residents of Quebec were arbitrarily arrested
and detained}!O
It was not long ago - in 1990 - that a dispute over a parcel
of land led to armed confrontation In Quebec. The site was the
village of Oka, in Quebec. A golf club wanted to expand onto
territory that was claimed by a band of Mohawk Indians. The
Mohawks said that their ancestral lands included a traditional
burial ground. Band members erected a barricade across a
road to block any construction. At the request of the municipality of Oka. a court ordered the band to let the construction
proceed. The band did not comply. A force of about a thousand
Quebec police gathered and advanced on the barricade. Shooting broke out. A Quebec police officer was killed - perhaps by
spots from the militants. perhaps by a stray bullet from his
own comrades. The police retreated. The band erccted other
barricades, including one that blocked a main thoroughfarc.
The blockade lasted for months. Eventually. the Canadian
army moved into the area in force and arrested dozens of
militants. A number of the latter were later tried, and some
were convicted and Imprisoned.
Obviously, Quebec provincial authorities felt it legitimate to
use force: first by the provincial police to enforce a court order
permitting construction of a golf course, then by the Canadian
army to take over the entire area. Quebec provincial authorities
would likely deny the suggestion that they were the "aggressors" in either case. They would argue that the moral responsibility for the use offorce must rest with those who defied the
rule of law. and thereby made the use of force necessary.
So in the end at Oka. both Quebec provincial authorities and
the federal government finally agreed to use massive force to
reassert the authority of the constitutional order. Are those

who favor unilateral secession'so sure that Can~dian authorities would not do tht\. s'ame If Quebe.c separated.. unilaterally?
What actually;.w6i.tld happen if Quebec'separated unlawfully? What If Quebec soldiets or police occupied key roads and
bridges and federal buildings? What if Canada sent in troops
to re-establish the rule of law? Who would be the aggressors?
Quebec separatists would no doubt blame Canada for resorting
to force. But would not the moral responslbil1ty lie with the
forces who have acted unlawfully. and thereby made it necessary to use force in order to reassert the rule of law?
Public authorities have the moral and legal right to use force
to maintain the rule of law. They do it every day. and in many
cases, there is no alternative to using force. Otherwise. some
lawbreakersl'could act with Impunity. In the event that Quebec
attempted to separate unilaterally, Canadian authorities would
not only have the constitutional right, but the constitutional
duty, to use the threat of force or actual force to re-establish
the authority of the Canadian constitution.
The moral and legal duty to assert the rule of law must. of
course, be tempered by a profound respect for human life and
limb. Federal and provincial authorities waited for many
months before finally using the army to end the blockade at
Oka. The army In turn was able to prevail by Intimidation,
rather than having to actually shoot at anyone. But Ifthere had
been armed resistance. there is little doubt that the army would
have responded with force.
,. ,
Quebec separatists would be wrong to suppose that Canadian authorities would never resort to violence to reestablish
the constitutional order. It is posslbl~ that Canadian authorities would permit Quebec to secede unlawfully rather than to
risk any violence. No one can predict what emotions and
reasoning would prevail on the part of high federal authorities
In the case of a unilateral secession. But it would be a reckless
disregard of Quebec's own recent history to suppose that
federal authorities would abjectly retreat In the event of a
unilateral declaration of independence.
It would also be wrong for anyone to suppose that the
initiation or spread of violence would remain under the strict
control of authorities either in Ottawa or Quebec City. Suppose
the federal army occupied an airport. Suppose a nascent
"Quebec army" attempted to prevent the federal garrison from
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being resupplied, and threatened to forcibly interrupt the
movement of supply and personnel to and from the airport.
Suppose that an armored column of Canadian soldiers defied
the threat. In such a game of nerves, who knows whether any
local commander. or even Individual soldier. would fire out of
excessive zeal or a mistaken sense that he was about to be fired
upon?
And who knows whether violence would remain under any
form of control by federal or provincial authorities? The "first
shot" might be fired by a defiant Anglophone or Indian or Inuk
or by a zealous separatist. There is no telling how violence
might escalate from there.
Who fired thc first shot at Oka? We may never know. In the
confusion of an armed confrontation. someone may have panicked and fired \vithout authorization; someone may wrongly
believe that his life Is being threatened.
The happenstance of who fires the first shot does not. of
course. necessarily fix moral responslbllltyfor the violence that
follows; if police fire at a robber who Is holding a hostage at
gunpoint. they are not necessarily the ones to blame for
starting the violence. If Quebec seceded unilaterally. and
threatened to use force to prevent the continuing enforcement
of Canadian laws. its leaders would have to bear a large
measure of responsibility for any violence that ensued. regardless of who actually fired the "first shot ...
The start of the American Civil War- the firing by Confederate troops on Fort Sumter - should stand as a warning for
anyone who dares toy V(ith the idea of unilateral secession.
After Lincoln won the presidential election 0[1860. a number
of states in the deep South purported to secede. The federal
government held on to Fort Sumter in North Carolina and Fort
Pickens in FlOrida.
In early drafts of the Inaugural address. Lincoln was going
to speak of "repossessing" federal property. But Secretary of
State Seward talked him Into softening that line. so that the
Immediate objeetlve of the federal government was merely to
hold on to the property in the seceded states that it still
possessed.
In his First Inaugural Address. Lincoln did not rule out the
use offorce to eventually reclaim property. He did not actually
promise to refrain from firing the "first shot"; bu t he did indicate

that he would refrain from dblng so unless ';'f~rced" by the
conduct of the seced!'lni. He did not define his t!'1rms. but held
open the posSibJ1!tY' that .resi~tance to Ull!,·,~rt'forcement of
federal law might ultimately require, armed intervention by
federal forces. Lincoln promjsed to refrain "for the time" from
sending in federal officials to'enforce laws in areas where local
hostility had prevented local reSidents from carrying out their
federal offices. But he kept open all ofWs options for the longer
run. including resorting to force to reestablish the rule of the
Federal Constitution in the secessionist states:
I therefore conSider that. In view of the Constitution and the
laws. the Union Is unbroken; and. to the extent of my ability. I
shall take care. as the Constitution Itself expressly enjoins upon
me. that tIre laws of the Union be faithfully executed In all the
states. ' ..
In doing this there needs to be no bloodshed or violence: and
there shall be none unless it be, forced upon the national
authority. The power confided to me. will be used to hold. occupy
and possess the property. and placeS belonging to the government. and to collect the duties and imposts: but beyond what
may be necessary for these objects, there wlll be no invasion no using of force against. or among the people anywhere. Where
hostility to the United States. In any interior locality. shall be so
great and so universal, as to prevent competent resident citizens
from holding the Federal offices, there \vill be no attempt to foree
obnoxious sirangers among the people for that object. While the
strict legal right may exist in the government to enforce the
exercise of these offices. the attempt to do so would be so
Irritating. and so nearly impracticable With all. that I deem it
better to forgo. for the time. the use of such offices.
The malls. unless repelled. Will contlime to be furnished to all
paris of the Union. So far as possible. the people everywhere
shall have that sense of perfect security which is most favorable
to calm thought and reflection. The course here Indicated Will
be followed. unless current events. and experience. shall show
a modification or change. to be proper: and in each and every
exigency. my best discretion Will be exerCised. according to
Circumstances actually existing. and With a view and a hope of
a peaceful solution to the national troubles. and a restoration
81
of fraternal sympathy and affections,
Historians still debate Lincoln's intentions, In the months
leading up to the "first shot" at Fort Sumter. However interpreted. the story speaks volumes about how difficult it is for
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political authorities to anticipate and control events in the face
of an unlawful secession.
In the period leading up to the firing on Fort Sumter. Seward
privately. and without authorization from the President, also
intimated to Southern interlocutors that Fort Sumter would
not be reinforced. Seward. who was a highly experienced and
inteIl!gent statesman, also proposed to the President the preposterous idea that the United States should provoke a war
with some outside power. like Spain, with the expectation that
the secessionists would regain their sense of community 'with
the Union while fighting a common external enemy. Fortunately. Lincoln, who had never before held any office higher
than first term congressman. had enough sense to flatly reject
the idea.
Fort Sumter lay in Charleston Harbor. The continued presence of a federal military base in the heart of the Confederacy
- in the principal city of the state that initiated secession - was
regarded by the seceders as a profound affront to their sovereignty. But Lincoln had promised in the inaugural address to
hold federal territory, Abandoning the fort could be Interpreted
as a sign that the federal government lacked the will or the
means to restore the Union.
, The day after the inauguration, Lincoln received word from
the commander of the fort that it must be reprovlsloned within
six weeks, or else abandoned, Furthermore, the fort could only
be secured by a force of 20 000 federal soldiers. Lincoln's
cabinet was divided on how to respond. Francis Blair Sr.
threatened to resign if the fort was abandoned. Secretary of
State Seward advocated abandoning Fort Sumter and making
a stand at a more defenSible federal position. Fort Pickens in
Florida. He intimated to the South that Fort Sumter would in
fact be abandoned. Lincoln maximized the chOices available to
him by directing that two forces be prepared, one to reinforce
Fort Sumter, the other Fort Pickens.
LIncoln may - or may not - have seriously attempted to
negotiate a deal with Virginia whereby he would trade a "fort
for a state"; Lincoln would abandon Sumter. and Virginia
would refrain from joining the Confederacy. About a week
before the firing on Fort Sumter. Lincoln met privately with a
member of the Virginia state convention that was considering
whether to join the Confederacy. Lincoln may have tried to hint

that he might withdraw from Fort Sumter if the Virginia
convention would adjourn without voting,for se~ession. But he
was too subtle" fo~' Baldwtn.:'who nevefg6fthe point that
Lincoln had Intended to'i'mike. He went away believing that
Lincoln had done no more: and had meant to do no more, than
urge the Virginia convention to adjourn."S2
Seward attempted to shi.ft the navy's most powerful steamer,
the Powhatan. to the Pickens expedition, He got Lincoln to sign
the order by slipping it into a pile of unrelated documents sent
for Lincoln's slgnature. 83 When Lincoln was alerted to the
switch, he directed Seward to re-assign the Powhatan to the
Sumter expedition. But the captain of the Powhatan disregarded the communication from Seward; he believed that the
President Ifad to personally countermand the earlier order. The
expedition to Sumter was thus deprived of a powerful element.
Lincoln received word that the Pickens expedition would not
reach its destination in time" The deCision to provision or
abandon Sumter would have to be made before the Union could
demonstrate its resolve down in Florida. Lincoln sent a message to the Governor of South Carolina. Sumter would be
reprovlsloned. said Lincoln, but as long as that miSSion was
not resisted, there would be no attempt to throw in additional
men, arms or ammunition. Some historians interpret the
Lincoln letter as a sincere attempt on his part to give the South
a chance to avoid immediate bloodshed. Another. Charles
Ramsdell. argued that the note.was an IngeniOUS public relations ploy; Lincoln knew that It would be Interpreted In the
North as a sign of good faith (there will be,no violence if you let
, us provision Sumter) and as challenge in the South (there will
be violence if you do not let us provision Sumter).84
David Donald Herbert, after reviewing the scholarly controversy. reminds us of the "human factor";
The area of disagreement In this controversy has perhaps been
exaggerated; all authorities agree that Lincoln wished to avoid
war and all agree that he was willing to take the risk of war rather
than evacuate Fort Sumter. None of these able scholars has. In
my opinion, given enough attention to Lincoln's newness to
Washington. his inexperience as an adminisirator, and his
fatigue after his ex:haustingjourncy and Inauguration. Nor has
Lincoln's essential paSSivity. his preference to Teact to events
85
rather than to take the initiative. been suffiCiently stressed.
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Professor Richard Current reflects on the Sumter episode as
follows:
In those early April days both Lincoln and [Jefferson! Davis took
chances which. in retrospect. seem awesome. The chances they
took eventuated in the most terrible of all wars for the American
people. Lincoln and Davis. as each made his irrevocable deCision. could see clearly enough the cost of holding back. Neither
could see so clearly the cost of going ahead. Both expected. or
at least hoped. that the hostilities would be limited in space and
time. Lincoln thought of blockade and boycott and a few seaborne operations against coastal forts. Davis thought of accessions and allies - in the slave states. In foreIgn countries. and
In the North Itself. 86
On any sort of rational analysis. the consequence ofunilateral secession by Quebec would include a high level of confusion and uncertainty about who is in charge and which laws
would apply. There would be a rapid outflight of capital and of
people whose skills make them mobile. Many Quebec families
would pay a severe price: anxiety. jobs lost. businesses sunk.
Worse still, In the confuSion and bitterness. there is a serious
danger of violent confrontation. Those separatists who are
willing to sacrifice the economic prosperity and security oftheir
compatriots ought to contemplate the risk of outright violence
a.rid bloodshed. The prospect is a real one.
In 1995. in the run-up to the Quebec referendum. a Canadian academic released a study of the consequences of a "yes"
vote on separation. It was entitled "Cooler heads shall prevail,',87 The author, Patrick Monahan, actually cautions that
there is no certainly of that.
History provides no guarantee at all that cooler heads will
prevail in a crisiS. Leaders may act with too much haste or
passion. And even if they deliberate carefully. they may come
to the sober judgment that violence cannot be avoided. and is
indeed morally necessary.
Lincoln had a cool head. He ultimately prevalled by leading
a Civil war that killed over half a million Americans. When it
was nearly over. that cool head and warm heart promised a
time of charity and reconciliation.
With malice towards none; With charity for all; with firmness in
the right. as God gives us to see the right; let us strive on to
finish the work we are in; to bind up the natlon's wounds. to
care for him who shall have the battle. and for his widow and

hiS orphan - to do all which rriayachieve and. ch~;iSh a just.
88 and
a lasting peace. am~lIlg ourselves. and With all n~tions.

Not long after •. ii~coln·& cool head wasblasl~d by the bullet
of an assassin. and thl! post-war' era was sullied by the
vindictiveness of the wlm:!ers and the bitterness of the losers.

Lincoln and alternatives to Union
Physically speaking. we cannot separate. We cannot remove our
respective sections from each other. nor build an impassable
wall be~en them. A husband and a Wife may be divorced and
out of the presence. and beyond the reach of each other; but the
different parts of our country cannot do this. They cannot but
remain face to face: and intercourse. either amicable or hostile.
must continue between them. Is it possible then to make that
Intercourse more advantageous. or· J;ilore satisfactory, after separation than before? Can aliens make treaties easier than
friends can make laws? Can tteaties be '!lore faithfully enforced
between aliens. than laws can among friends? Suppose you go
to war. you cannot fight always; and when, after much loss on
both sides. and no gain on either. you cease fighting. the
Identical old questions. as to the terms oflntercotlrsc. are again
uponyou. 89
In its 1995 referendum. thes~paratist side attempted to
bolster its tally by promising that Quebec would not separate
without first attempting to negotiate a ne;w "partnership" with
the rest of Canada. Few specifics were offered. What kind of
new partnership would better serve Quebec than full participation in the life of the federal system?
Perhaps the reasoning goes something like this:
In the current federal system we are not one of two equal
partners. People in the rest of Canada demean us by vlev.'ing uS
as one of ten equal provinces. At the federal level of government.
we have only the clout aSSOCiated being with one offour In terms
of population. An independent Quebec would negotiate matters
of shared concern With Ottawa as one of two sovereign states.
As in other International arrangements. decision-making would
be by consensus.
But the notion is absurd. The rest of Canada would not
accept such a system precisely because it would give a veto
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over issues of shared jurisdiction - say currency, immigration,
mternational economic policy - to a far less populous foreign
power. The fact that Quebec had separated, moreover, would
make It unlikely that there would be popular enihuslasm for
such a union of two.
Canadians would also be repelled by ihe idea of adding
anoiher expensive and complicated layer of government to the
existing federal system. We would have not only municipalities
and strong provinces, but a federal government and an extensive set of Canada-Quebec Institutions. Governmental pluralism is a good thing. but there can be too much of a good thing.
In a speech entitled "Why we are sovereignists." Lucien
Bouchard laments the fact ihat the rest of Canada has never
offered Quebec a partnership modelled after the European
Union. But the trend In the European Union is towards removIng the paralyzing effect of decision-making by consensus.
DeCisions by the ultimate decision -making body. the European
Council. are increasingly made by a kind of majority voting.
Each state is assigned a certain number of votes. More populous states have far more than less populous ones. although
the latter are moderately "over-represented." No state. even the
largest one. has a veto. France does not have a veto over a great
many EU decisions. Does Mr. Bouchard Imagine that ihe rest
of Canada would consent to a partnership wlih a Republic of
Quebec in which the smaller partner held a veto over a broad
range of important matters?
The trend In the European Union Is also towards Inereased
authority for central declsion·making institutions. In some
respects, the central authorities in the EU already have more
power than ihe eentral authorities in Canada. With respect to
Issues such as labor standards and environmental protection,
the European Union has more authority to run affairs in France
than Parliament does to settle matters In Quebec.
It Is true that Quebec's share of the national population has
been decreasing for many years, and will continue to do so In
the future. In some ways, Quebec Is in the position of the
American South prior to the CMl War. Southern leaders felt
their influence In national Institutions - the election of ihe
preSident. ihe House of Representatives -diminished with their
share of the population. In the Senate states were equally
represented, 'regardless of population; but the South felt

threatened by the prospect of seeing many more states added
to the Union whose p~ople 1Uld conS!t!tutions w':lUld be anti,<,
savery.
1
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The South responded to ihe prospect o£ dlmlntshed Influence
in ways that look Similar to th,e strategy of Quebec separatists.
The South attempted to promote decentralization and "states
rights" and used the threat of secession as a means of prevail·
ing on crucial Issues.
But the pre-Civil War model does not warrant emulation by
Quebec. Its eonsequence was an attempt at unilateral secession followed by violent upheaval. And Quebec has no reason
to feel threatened in the way the South did. The American
Union was bitterly divided over ihe moral and economic Issue
of slavery. JM'!my Noriherners regarded the institution as evil
and as an unfair form of economic competition. By contrast,
Canadians outSide of Quebec do not regard ihe fact that it is a
predominantly French -speaking society as either evil or threatening. On the contrary, Canadians ,have long supported a
system that is offiCially bilingual at' the federal level, whose
national Institutions - like the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the National Film Board - 'have been powerful
supporters of the French language and culture and which
provides educational rights and eultural funding for Francophone communltles outside of Quebec. Many Anglophones
outside of Quebec send ihelr children to French Immersion
schools.
The fact that Quebec now constitutes "only" a quarter of the
national population should not be a eauSe for panic. Lucien
Bouchard speaks of the European Union - but France is only
one of fifteen in that union. and Its share of the population is
only about one In eight. France does not feel ihreatened In such
an environment. Why should Quebec feel threatened? The
national majority is not threatening its linguistic or cultural
character, And on oiher issues - the economy, social programs
- there has been no twO-Sided polarization that is comparable
to the North·South split over slavery. On the overwhelming
range of issues - trade, budget. taxation. soeial programs - the
people of Quebec have diverse views. just as they do in the other
provinees, and any substantial body of opinion in Quebec will
find many allies in the rest of Canada.
1,,"
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The South insisted on "states' rights"; Quebec has been the
leader throughout Confederation in ensuring that Canadian
provinces enjoy an extremely high level of autonomy vis-a-vis
central institutions. Canada has already become one of the
most decentralized federal unions in the world.
Within Canada, Quebec has been able to exact additional
leverage by constantly threatening to separate. Thc threat has
been highly effective in some ways. Federal governments are
always anxious to ensure that Quebec enjoys its equitable
share, and sometimes more, offederal transfers and programs.
The federal government has gone to expensive lengths to
ensure that federal services are available in French throughout
Canada. The national political agenda has been dominated by
constitutional negotiations - Meech Lake, Charlottetown whose primary purpose was to accommodate demands from
Quebec.
A threat is sometimes more powerful than its actual execution. Within Canada, the threat of separation is an effective
means of pressing a demand; were Quebec to actually separate,
the rest of Canada would not have to fear the prospect, and
would instead adopt a tough negotiating stance towards its
divorced partner.
.Quebec has dlsserved its own Interests, however. by its
repeated resort to seceSSionist threats. The uncertainty over
Its future has chased away both capital and people. The
preemption of the national political agenda by "national unity"
concerns has diverted energy that the federal government
could have much better spent on economic and social issues.
But it has done the same for the government of Quebec itself.
Moreover, the "suceess" of Quebec's threats has not always
been an unmitigated blessing. Thc progressive weakening of
the federal government has actually dlsserved many ordinary
eltizens of Quebee. Many of them would be better off today if
the federal government had a more visible and effective presence throughout Canada. Many of them will suffer If the
"success" of Quebec nationalism eventually weakens Canal:1a
to the point that separatism - In Quebec or elsewhere ultimately cannot be resisted.
In exploring the causes of the defeat of the Confederacy,
Kenneth Stampp has argued that a crucial factor was that
many Southerners were not radical separatists at all. They

lacked the conviction needed to help a materially weaker South
defeat the North. "SoI;l1~ southern politicians we~,e looking for
a device that w01:lldenable 'them to negoUale f6f a better and
stronger posltlon in the Old'Uilion." .But.
Southerners who went off·'the Union in anguish hoping for
negotiations and peaceful reunion were bitterly disappointed by
.
events. 90
Quebec nationalists who believe they can safely toy with
independence - use it as a negotiating tool - may be similarly
grieved by the ultimate consequences of their action.

I,.incoln.
threats and the bottom line.
.
After Lincoln's election and before his inauguration, the
states of the deep South began to . secede from the Union.
Lincoln at first figured that they would peacefully abandon
their rebellion:
.
... [hel did not believe that any sizable number of rational
citizens would contemplate disrupting the best government the
world had ever seen. They must be bluffing. In the past Southerners had threatened to dissolve the Union - in the debate over
the admissiOn of Missouriln 1819 -1820, in the controversy over
the tariff and nullification in Jackson's time, in the protracted
crisis over the territories acquired in the Mexican War - in order
to extract concessions from the North. That ~ust be what was
happening now. Appeals for him to modify his position were Just
'the trick by which the South breaks down every Northern man',
If he agreed to do it, he 'would be as powerless as a block of
buckeye wood: 91
As Lincoln came to realize the earnestness of the threat, he
expressed a willingness to compromise on many pOints. He had
always been prepared to accept the constitutional status quo
with respect to slavery In the Southern states, The federal
government would not attempt' to impose abolition. He said
that he would not oppose a constitutional amendment to affirm
that the federal power would not be uscd to tnterfere with the
"domestic institutions" ofthe states.
He acknowledged the constitutional obligation of Northern
authorities to return fugitive slaves. But he absolutely rejected
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any and all proposed compromises that would involve the
extension of slavery into new territories. That point had been
the core of his stance during the Lincoln-Douglas debates and
of the platform of his party. He had come to that position after
long reflection, and he would not move from it. Lincoln also
rejected on principle that the threat of illegal secession should
determine fundamental policy:
I
suffer death before I will consent or will advise my friend
to consent to any concession or compromise which looks like
buying the privilege to take possession of this government to
which we have a constitutional right. 92
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Where is the bottom line for Canadian federalists?
Faced with threats of secession by Quebec, the rest of
Canada has made concession after concession. The Meech
Lake Accord was an entirely one-sided transfer of powers and
privileges to the provinces and to Quebec in particular. In a
score of ways, the Charlottetown Accord would have weakened
the authority of the federal level of government and enhanced
the power ofthe provinces. The current federal government has
moved quietly and Incrementally to accommodate many decentraUst demands from Quebec. The federal government has
withdrawn from the field of labor market training. It has
prOmised to "lend" its constitutional veto to Quebec (and four
other "regions" of Canada) with respect to those issues on
which Quebec has traditionally demanded a veto. It has weakened federal standards with respect to social assistance.
Where is the counterbalancing development of national programs and institutions?
How long can Canada keep winding dov.'D. the role of the
federal government and the vitality of national programs and
Institutions - and still hope to survive as a united political
community?
Defining a "bottom line" is not easy. As a politician, do you
risk seeing the country "broken" over any particular issue? The
country can survive the loss of federal authority over labor
market training, can it not? Transferring more power to the
provinces over the selection of immigrants Is not, in itself,
lethaL is it? No single conceSSion, conSidered on its own,
amounts to a fatal weakening of the national bonds. But
Canada Is on a one-way path towards gradual diSintegration.
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You cannot. In the long run, win the loyalty of the people of
Quebec - or of any ower party of the country - bY',reducing the
federal governm~}lf 'to Irrelevanpe and by eilmiiiating the national programs and standards that make Canadians everywhere feel themselves part o( a larger community.
The federal government must definitively declare that the era
of one-sided decentralization is over. There w!ll be no further
diminution of federal authority unless counterbalanced by an
equally significant accretion to federal au thortty or acceptance
of a nation-wide program or standard. That principle must
serve as the bottom line for all future federal-provincial negotiations. The federal government must then exercise imagination and leadership in defining the areas in which the national
side of the fetleral-provincial dialectic will be asserted.
Unilateral secession would be legally and morally wrong.
Quebec would have to negotiate Its way out of the federation,
and its people would bear a heavy price -In lost territory. lost
economic opportunity. lost transfer payments. lost citizenship
rights - for dOing so. Thc federal government has to explain
these facts in plain terms. Doing so may to some extent blunt
support for separation and reduce the extent to which the rest
of Canada is subjected to repeated threats of national fracture.
But It is not enough to impose burdens on Quebec's exit option.
It is time to give the people of Quebec - and all of Canada - a
reason to believe that there is a Vital national community that
is worth building for ourselves·a;nd, for the sake of the Wide
world which would be inspired by our own SUrvival.
Support for separation may drop if the rest of Canada makes
Its own position clear: that Quebec h~s no moral or legal right
to separate unilaterally; that the rest of Canada will no longer
be impressed by referendums that ask ambiguous questions,
rather than seeking approval for outright Independence; that
any negotiated separation is likely to result in the partition of
Quebec. The people of Quebec will not lose their ultimate
Insurance policy - Canada would have no pragmatiC chOice but
to accept the splitting of the country jf an overwhelming
majority of Quebecois unequivocally demonstrated their desire
to do so. But it would do most Canadians - within and without
Quebec - a great deal of good if the threat of separation were
diminished.
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We have wasted too much ttme and good will on fending off
our own self-destruction by trying to negotiate large· scale
changes to our constitution. We should focus instead on the
affirmative and practical task of bulldlng an economic and
social union that IS worthy of the loyalty of our own citizens
and the admiration of the world.
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